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Donald Trump is driven by revenge. Close Trump comrade Roger Stone told PBS in
September 2016 that his entire motivation to run for office was to exact revenge for
Obama roasting him at the 2011 White House Correspondents’ Dinner:
(http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/watch-inside-the-night-president-obama-
took-on-donald-trump/)

“I think that he is kind of motivated by it: ‘Maybe I’ll just run. Maybe I’ll
show them all,’” Stone adds.

So how did Trump respond to CNN when they released the infamous Access
Hollywood recording of Trump telling Billy Bush when you are rich and famous you can
do whatever you want to women? Vile comments like walking up to a woman he’s
never even met and “Just kiss. I don’t even wait. And when you’re a star, they let you do
it. You can do anything.” And “Grab them by the pussy. You can do anything.” Thanks to
this profile of Jeff Zucker, the president of CNN Worldwide, we now have more insight
into the vengeful mind of Donald Trump:
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For Zucker, the thick-skinned TV executive and newsman, it was just
business. For Trump, the thin-skinned TV star and now approval-
craving politician, it was tactical but also personal: He believed that he
had gotten Zucker his job at CNN and that the network’s increasingly
aggressive coverage of him was an act of betrayal.

Trump actually didn’t play a meaningful role in Zucker’s hiring. (“The
president is certainly entitled to believe whatever he likes about our
conversation,” Kent wrote me in an email, “however, it was not a factor
in the decision to hire Jeff.”) But after the second presidential debate in
October, when several CNN panelists criticized Trump for dismissing
his comments about grabbing women by the genitals as “locker-room
talk,” Zucker received an email from Trump, via his campaign
spokeswoman, Hope Hicks: “Jeff — Too bad you (CNN) couldn’t be
honest with how well I did in the debate. The dumbest thing I ever did
was get you the job at CNN — you are the most disloyal person. Just
remember, I always seem to find a way to get even. Best wishes,
Donald J. Trump.”

Emphasis added. The “best wishes” is a nice touch. Go fuck yourself, Jeff Zucker!
XOXOXO — Donald

At least now we know why Donald Trump and Sean Spicer have been trashing CNN
from the day they took office. (https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/erik-wemple
/wp/2017/01/31/sean-spicer-attempts-to-trash-cnn-correspondent-jim-acosta
/?utm_term=.c94f251cee2c) Not a good look for the president of the United States.
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(/user/Jen Hayden)

[new]


Jen Hayden (/user/Jen Hayden) Apr 05 · 09:09:26 AM (/comments/1650418/66048067#comment_66048067)

Tip Jar

381 Recommend

(/user/Bobs Telecaster)

[new]


Bobs Telecaster (/user/Bobs Telecaster) Apr 05 · 09:14:07 AM (/comments/1650418/66048145#comment_66048145)

Recommended 183 times

not. fit. for. command.

(/user/NostroDanus)

[new]


NostroDanus (/user/NostroDanus) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 10:03:14 AM (/comments/1650418/66048820#comment_66048820)

Recommended 96 times

LOL, he’s fit for nothing. I wouldn’t trust that creeper to watch my bag when I go to take a
crap.



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) NostroDanus

Apr 05 · 10:10:22 AM (/comments/1650418/66048929#comment_66048929)

Recommended 63 times

I wouldn’t trust him to watch the crap.
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(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/user/Another Mr Anna Lemma

Apr 05 · 10:18:32 AM (/comments/1650418/66049036#comment_66049036)

Recommended 22 times

I wouldn’t trust him to catch the crap! (there...fixed it for you)  ;^)

... 

(/user/Bobs Telecaster)

[new]


Bobs Telecaster (/user/Bobs Tele Another Mr Brown

Apr 05 · 10:21:45 AM (/comments/1650418/66049079#comment_66049079)

Recommended 14 times

Oh he’s welcome to do that, with me. :)

... 

(/user/MarcKyle64)

[new]


MarcKyle64 (/user/MarcKy Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 10:25:01 AM (/comments/1650418

/66049119#comment_66049119)

Recommended 23 times

He’s more likely to catch the piss from Russian
Escorts. Hmm, maybe that’s why his hair is that odd
color?

... 

(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/M MarcKyle64

Apr 05 · 12:03:00 PM (/comments/1650418

/66050768#comment_66050768)

Recommended 15 times

Maybe sooner than later, his skin and hair
color will match his uniform.

Oh hell, I was day dreaming wasn’t I?

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/ MarcKyle64

Apr 05 · 02:11:28 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052637#comment_66052637)

Recommended 24 times

Didn’t Penn Gillette call his hair “Piss-colored
cotton candy”?

... 

(/user/WalterNeff)

[new]


WalterNeff (/user/W Anna Lemma

Apr 05 · 02:15:51 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052686#comment_66052686)

Recommended 9 times

anybody who names a child Moxie
Crimefighter Jillette is okay in my book.

... 

(/user/john972)

[new]


john972 (/user/john9 Anna Lemma

Apr 06 · 12:12:13 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063327#comment_66063327)

Recommended 5 times

Great description! Never thought of that
analogy!

...

[new]
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(/user/Saoirse2) Saoirse2 (/user/Saoir Anna Lemma

Apr 06 · 12:33:12 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063611#comment_66063611)

Recommended 16 times

Yes it was that colour , but now it’s looking
more Platinum ! I think it’s because he now
wears a Catheter plus Pampers Pull-Ups and
cant direct his Piss onto Beds -Walls- People
?? What a sad pitiful excuse for a President !

... 

(/user/Maisiedaisy)

[new]


Maisiedaisy (/user/ Saoirse2

Apr 06 · 02:05:35 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064836#comment_66064836)

Recommended 8 times

I think his big ass is from adult pampers.
Men often have the gut but not the ass.

... 

(/user/MeeB333)

[new]


MeeB333 (/user/Mee Maisiedaisy

Apr 06 · 03:06:48 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065562#comment_66065562)

Recommended 5 times

The pictures are pretty telling... What fat guys
have bunchy, baggy pants on their arse?
Usually, I'd say, they would probably be a bit
tight, but(t) ;-) NOT all bunched up like
that...!!!

... 

(/user/patsyb)

[new]


patsyb (/user/patsyb) Saoirse2

Apr 06 · 08:31:10 PM (/comments/1650418

/66069352#comment_66069352)

Recommended 3 times

He changes the color of his hair about every
week.  I can’t understand the people who
think a guy who does that and wears makeup
all the time is such a paragon of masculinity!



(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/ Anna Lemma

Apr 06 · 07:05:49 PM (/comments/1650418

/66068189#comment_66068189)

Recommended 0 times

Mr. Gillette is actually a conservative and I
believe registered Republican. I’ve heard him
say some disagreeable things in past
interviews. I have no idea what Teller’s
politics are. :-]

... 

(/user/ihaveopinions)

[new]


ihaveopinions (/user survivor7812

Apr 07 · 01:30:40 AM (/comments/1650418

/66070676#comment_66070676)

Recommended 0 times

Yeah, he stays mum on the subject. Teller,
that is.

... 

(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/ MarcKyle64

Apr 06 · 02:35:23 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065188#comment_66065188)

... 
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Recommended 8 times

The reason his “hair” is that color is that it is
really Lhasa Apso hair extensions!

(/user/cnaran36)

[new]


cnaran36 (/user/cnar MarcKyle64

Apr 06 · 03:47:03 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066010#comment_66066010)

Recommended 3 times

LOL

... 

(/user/shirley hugdahl)

[new]


shirley hugdahl (/use MarcKyle64

Apr 06 · 04:58:59 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066772#comment_66066772)

Recommended 2 times

o o DONT LOOK UP!!  keep your mouth
shut!!!  its showering

... 

(/user/patsyb)

[new]


patsyb (/user/patsyb) MarcKyle64

Apr 06 · 08:27:37 PM (/comments/1650418

/66069317#comment_66069317)

Recommended 1 time

Good one!



(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/user/ Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 10:25:27 AM (/comments/1650418

/66049127#comment_66049127)

Recommended 7 times

Competence is just as big an issue as integrity! Check
out the span of those tiny mitts!  ;^)

... 

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 11:28:49 AM (/comments/1650418

/66050154#comment_66050154)

Recommended 8 times

But his crap would be so much better than yours.  It
would be Yuuuge, believe me.



(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/ ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 12:56:00 PM (/comments/1650418

/66051565#comment_66051565)

Recommended 6 times

Suuuuuure —  and it’s 95% 24-karat gold,
smells like roses, and tastes like a Drumpf
Tower Taco Salad (or vice-versa).

... 

(/user/FarWestGirl)

[new]


FarWestGirl (/user/F ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 04:12:12 PM (/comments/1650418

/66053952#comment_66053952)

... 
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(/user/alx9090)

[new]


alx9090 (/user/alx90 FarWestGirl

Apr 05 · 06:13:50 PM (/comments/1650418

/66055175#comment_66055175)

Recommended 7 times

...last week on "Shart Tank"?

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/ alx9090

Apr 06 · 07:28:23 AM (/comments/1650418

/66059187#comment_66059187)

Recommended 5 times

I saw a “personal travel safe” advertised
once. It looked like a pair of piss-stained and
skid-marked men’s briefs with a hidden
compartment.

... 

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellp FarWestGirl

Apr 05 · 07:30:06 PM (/comments/1650418

/66055867#comment_66055867)

Recommended 6 times

Trump will give a pair of these to everyone in
his cabinet for Christmas.

... 

(/user/Chokingsmoker)

[new]


Chokingsmoker (/use FarWestGirl

Apr 05 · 07:52:14 PM (/comments/1650418

/66056076#comment_66056076)

Recommended 4 times

Sort of like Jesus in the toast.

... 

(/user/shirley hugdahl)

[new]


shirley hugdahl (/use Chokingsmoker

Apr 06 · 05:02:36 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066805#comment_66066805)

Recommended 0 times

 ha ha ha ah ah ha ha ha!  

... 

(/user/Bluefin)

[new]


Bluefin (/user/Bluefin) FarWestGirl

Apr 05 · 09:35:54 PM (/comments/1650418

/66056828#comment_66056828)

Wholly Crap!!!
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Recommended 5 times

(/user/deh)

[new]


deh (/user/deh) FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 09:02:16 AM (/comments/1650418

/66060512#comment_66060512)

Recommended 9 times

Is this the official portrait?



(/user/Wisdom47)

[new]


Wisdom47 (/user/Wi FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 11:32:59 AM (/comments/1650418

/66062737#comment_66062737)

Recommended 4 times

NOOOOOO!!!!  BWAAAAA-
HAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAA!!!  WHEW!!!

... 

(/user/john972)

[new]


john972 (/user/john9 FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 12:13:43 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063347#comment_66063347)

Recommended 7 times

Gross, butt love the image!

...

(/user/MeeB333)

[new]


MeeB333 (/user/Mee john972

Apr 06 · 03:11:05 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065608#comment_66065608)

Recommended 2 times

You said, "butt." HeHe ;) ;)

... 

(/user/Geolin69)

[new]


Geolin69 (/user/Geol FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 12:24:32 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063495#comment_66063495)

Recommended 3 times

Very cleaver!!!

... 

(/user/Jon Sitzman)

[new]


Jon Sitzman (/user/Jo Geolin69

Apr 06 · 01:53:20 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064692#comment_66064692)

Yikes.  That image makes me need brain
bleach!

Welcome, Geolin.  We try to share these site
information resources with newcomers, to
give help with site navigation and points of
interest.  Hope they’re useful.

...
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Recommended 1 time

Hello, new user at Daily Kos!
We would like to share our
site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the
Road
(http://www.dailykos.com
/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our
unique community
moderation system,
established to encourage
spirited but civil
conversation.

If you have other questions
about how to participate you
can learn more at the the
Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.co
m/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners &
Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com
/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide)

(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/ FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 12:24:53 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063498#comment_66063498)

Recommended 8 times

Now there’s an ugly skid mark!

Orange, too!

... 

(/user/Stuart21)

[new]


Stuart21 (/user/Stuar Menken lives

Apr 06 · 04:57:05 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066755#comment_66066755)

Recommended 3 times

Ugly even when it’s not a skid mark —

...

(/user/patsyb)

[new]


patsyb (/user/patsyb) FarWestGirl

Apr 06 · 08:32:23 PM (/comments/1650418

/66069370#comment_66069370)
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Recommended 3 times

Not nerarly wide enough.

(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paul ellpeecee

Apr 06 · 06:17:16 PM (/comments/1650418

/66067514#comment_66067514)

Recommended 1 time

And beautiful.  The most beautiful shit you’ve
ever seen, believe me.  I tell you, his shit
would be more beautiful than his Ivanka’s
tits.

... 

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Another Mr Brown

Apr 05 · 12:52:37 PM (/comments/1650418/66051519#comment_66051519)

Recommended 6 times

I think we’re starting an interesting & fun game here … now, I’ll
change a letter of your “fix”, Mr. Brown …

I wouldn’t trust him to catch the clap.

NEXT?



(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/user/ mstaggerlee

Apr 05 · 01:58:54 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052461#comment_66052461)

Recommended 7 times

We could extend it to his Cabinet, too! For example,
re: Jeff Sessions:

I wouldn’t trust him to catch the Klan!

... 

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/ Another Mr Brown

Apr 05 · 08:22:55 PM (/comments/1650418

/66056319#comment_66056319)

Recommended 3 times

LMAO.

... 

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch Another Mr Brown

Apr 06 · 11:49:52 AM (/comments/1650418

/66063014#comment_66063014)

Recommended 8 times

He IS the Klan.

... 

(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/ lurch394

Apr 06 · 12:27:56 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063532#comment_66063532)

Recommended 1 time

And, unfortunately, this is NOT a case of
“familiarity breeds attempt!”  ;^)

... 

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/S lurch394

Apr 06 · 01:56:15 PM (/comments/1650418

... 
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/66064728#comment_66064728)

Recommended 1 time

Yep, runs into his closet and changes into his
Klanman costume which just like Superman
he wears it underneath his clothing

(/user/lmorlan2)

[new]


lmorlan2 (/user/lmorlan2) mstaggerlee

Apr 06 · 11:40:29 AM (/comments/1650418

/66062855#comment_66062855)

Recommended 4 times

Now that would be funny.  If they :leaked: info on him
having the clap….. 



(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCel mstaggerlee

Apr 06 · 01:53:42 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064698#comment_66064698)

Recommended 2 times

No but you can trust him to spread the clap.

... 

(/user/Brieisme)

[new]


Brieisme (/user/Briei SeanCeltiad

Apr 06 · 04:48:23 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066671#comment_66066671)

Recommended 1 time

He gets the best clap, believe me!

... 

(/user/John Crapper)

[new]


John Crapper (/user/John Crapper) Another Mr Brown

Apr 05 · 05:17:03 PM (/comments/1650418/66054579#comment_66054579)

Recommended 3 times

Just make sure he catches a lot of shit! 



(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/user/ John Crapper

Apr 05 · 09:26:40 PM (/comments/1650418

/66056771#comment_66056771)

Recommended 2 times

But...you know what those like him do, don’t you?
They just fling it against the wall! Whatta mess!  ;^)

... 

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch Another Mr Brown

Apr 06 · 11:50:53 AM (/comments/1650418

/66063032#comment_66063032)

Recommended 8 times

All the monkeys aren't in the zoo...

... 

(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/ lurch394

Apr 06 · 12:30:06 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063557#comment_66063557)

Recommended 1 time

Exactly!

... 
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(/user/MeeB333)

[new]


MeeB333 (/user/Mee lurch394

Apr 06 · 03:12:11 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065623#comment_66065623)

Recommended 0 times

Hey, leave the monkeys out of this!!! ;)

... 

(/user/Nib)

[new]


Nib (/user/Nib) Another Mr Brown

Apr 06 · 12:38:40 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063673#comment_66063673)

Recommended 2 times

Doesn’t he regurgitate it?



(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/ Nib

Apr 06 · 12:59:12 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063952#comment_66063952)

Recommended 2 times

Ewww…WAIT...does that make him, HARE
Furor?  ;^)

... 

(/user/Canyonlobo)

[new]


Canyonlobo (/user/Canyonlobo) Another Mr Brown

Apr 06 · 03:46:46 PM (/comments/1650418/66066001#comment_66066001)

Recommended 5 times

Whichever, one thing is sure, he is going to catch a lot of it in
the coming days, what with the multiple investigations
ongoing.  Trump will have plenty to be vengeful for — from his
prison cell — maybe with a 250 pound felon as a roommate.



(/user/Another Mr Brown)

[new]


Another Mr Brown (/user/ Canyonlobo

Apr 06 · 09:57:23 PM (/comments/1650418

/66070000#comment_66070000)

Recommended 3 times

You mean President Bannon?  ;^)

... 

(/user/sacrelicious)

[new]


sacrelicious (/user/sacrelicious) NostroDanus

Apr 05 · 11:13:25 AM (/comments/1650418/66049865#comment_66049865)

Recommended 15 times

He’s sure fit to be tried and convicted of treason. 



(/user/Rosalie907)

[new]


Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie907) sacrelicious

Apr 05 · 12:08:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66050870#comment_66050870)

Recommended 8 times

You’re right and as soon as we take back Congress he will be.  



(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flitedocnm) Rosalie907

Apr 05 · 12:37:05 PM (/comments/1650418/66051303#comment_66051303)
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Recommended 5 times

Still don’t have an answer to the question:

Can Trump pardon himself?

That’s not snark, it’s a deadly serious question. Because, he
wouldn’t hesitate to do it. If he’s going down anyway and will
be impeached or subject to the 25th, he has nothing to lose.

(/user/Spherical Aberration)

[new]


Spherical Aberration (/user flitedocnm

Apr 05 · 12:56:01 PM (/comments/1650418

/66051566#comment_66051566)

Recommended 7 times

By the text of Article II, Section 2, the pardon power
applies “except in cases of impeachment.” So, Trump
certainly could not pardon himself to avoid being
impeached.

On the other hand, a significant legal question could
arise if, for example, he pardoned himself prior to
being impeached, as to whether that pardon would
still apply for criminal charges made outside of the
impeachment process.

I would not be surprised were he to try it.

... 

(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flit Spherical Aberration

Apr 05 · 01:20:19 PM (/comments/1650418

/66051863#comment_66051863)

Recommended 8 times

Yes, that’s my question precisely. And along
with pardoning himself, he’d pardon the
whole lot of the characters who may be
found to have broken the law with all the
Russian connections and falsified
information. 

Yet another reason why invoking the 25th
Amendment may be a much better option.
He’d be immediately removed from office. 

Of course, Pence would likely pardon
everyone, too, unless it was somehow made
clear to him that doing that would doom his
presidency from the get-go. 

Granted, the GOP would first need to arrive
at the point where not seeing their families
vaporized in a nuclear holocaust outweighs
their own personal greed, but that day may
come sooner rather than later. 

The pardon is of secondary importance. #1 is
getting this dangerous, incompetent,
depraved idiot out of the White House.

... 

(/user/Spherical Aberration)

[new]


Spherical Aberration flitedocnm

Apr 05 · 02:22:51 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052772#comment_66052772)

There is absolutely nothing which prevents a
corrupt President from pardoning the raft of
people with whom he is in cahoots (unless
they also hold impeachable offices, are
impeached, and then…  the judicial branch
gets to sort out the meaning of a half-assed
phrase in Article II).

That aside, the 25th doesn’t do what you
want it to. Let’s pretend that Pence and
Trump’s cabinet throws him under the bus
and issues a 25th Amendment declaration
that he is unfit to serve. By the very text of
the 25th, Trump may respond with an “AM
TOO!” declaration (which we know he will
issue). The matter then goes to Congress,
with the same barriers to passage as

... 
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Recommended 6 times

impeachment itself. In the meantime, if so
desired, Trump could fiddle around with the
pardon power (and in that case, with no
impeachment having occurred, could
absolutely  pardon himself if he wanted
to—although he could then be impeached
after the fact, if Congress were so inclined,
and we were chasing hypotheticals really far
down the rabbit hole).

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/H Spherical Aberration

Apr 05 · 02:36:49 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052938#comment_66052938)

Recommended 2 times

Remember the old joke from Gerry Ford’s
day? Pardon me, and I’ll make you VP...

... 

(/user/728huey)

[new]


728huey (/user/728h Hoghead99

Apr 05 · 08:11:54 PM (/comments/1650418

/66056226#comment_66056226)

Recommended 4 times

Actually, I think it went like this: as Richard
Nixon was leaving the White House after
resigning from office, he headed out the
White House lawn and accidentally bumped
into his successor, Gerald Ford,  along the
way. He then said to him,  “Pardon me. ... if
you know what I mean.”

... 

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/S Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 02:04:21 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064818#comment_66064818)

Recommended 1 time

Well there is this-Failure to impeach a
president who has been perceived of as
having committed crimes, but has not been
charged with such crimes means that the US
would have no jurisdiction to convict the
president of crimes if he exercised the right
to pardon himself. However, in
circumstances where international laws are
broken, a presidential pardon has no
bearing. The only possible solution for
convicting a president of for example, war
crimes, would be for an incoming president
to extradite the former president to the
country in which war crimes have been
believed to be committed. The fact that a
particular POTUS would have pardoned
himself would not be given much weight in
prosecution by the World Court, or by the
court of another country.

... 

(/user/Ginger3100)

[new]


Ginger3100 (/user/Gi Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 02:18:18 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064987#comment_66064987)

Since Trump is an “illegal” president due to
hacking and bribing, all of his appointed
personnel are also illegitimate, including
Pence, since the American people were
tricked. Therefore, there needs to be a new
election to select a real president, perhaps
asking Obama or Hillary to fill in until this is
completed and starting with a clean slate.
Also, since Hillary won the popular vote, she

... 
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Recommended 3 times

should actually be our 20106 elected
President.

(/user/Brieisme)

[new]


Brieisme (/user/Briei Ginger3100

Apr 06 · 04:58:36 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066765#comment_66066765)

Recommended 0 times

 Isn't there a law that illegals can't overstay
their presidency?

... 

(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flit Ginger3100

Apr 06 · 10:14:50 PM (/comments/1650418

/66070107#comment_66070107)

Recommended 0 times

True all that, but unfortunately, there is no
constitutional provision for invalidating a
fraudulent election, and therefore I don’t
believe that there is a legal way of
accomplishing that. A major defect in our
Constitution! But one that’s clearly not going
to be fixed anytime soon. 

... 

(/user/lmorlan2)

[new]


lmorlan2 (/user/lmo Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 11:43:41 AM (/comments/1650418

/66062905#comment_66062905)

Recommended 4 times

Didn’t a few of Nixon’s Republican buddies
go to jail?

... 

(/user/joniworx)

[new]


joniworx (/user/joni Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 12:30:12 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063560#comment_66063560)

Recommended 0 times

On the other hand, a
significant legal question
could arise if, for example, he
pardoned himself prior to
being impeached, as to
whether that pardon would
still apply for criminal
charges made outside of the
impeachment process

That’s when Gorsuch will come in handy.

... 

(/user/Nib)

[new]


Nib (/user/Nib) Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 12:41:11 PM (/comments/1650418

/66063720#comment_66063720)

Recommended 1 time

Could an subsequent executive action nullify
that?



(/user/Nib)

[new]
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Apr 06 · 01:46:39 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064607#comment_66064607)

Recommended 0 times

‘a’, not ‘an’ : /

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/S Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 02:07:31 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064860#comment_66064860)

Recommended 0 times

The right to pardon is an authority given to
the President of the United States (POTUS)
by the US Constitution in Article II, Section 2.
This section specifically reads that the POTUS
“shall have power to grant reprieves and
pardons for offenses against the United
States, except in cases of impeachment.”
Essentially, the only way presidential pardon
is restricted by the constitution is under the
circumstance of the sitting president being
impeached. Self-pardon is not restricted by
law, and under interpretation by the
Supreme Court, a president could have the
right to pardon himself not only for crimes
he has committed, but also for crimes with
which he has not yet been charged. As of yet,
no president has actually pardoned himself
for committing crimes or from actions that
might later be considered crimes.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 03:53:05 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066082#comment_66066082)

Recommended 0 times

But...how is he going to pardon himself (or
any of his cohorts) UNTIL charges have been
filed? Or would that be “for any crimes I may
have committed”? I’m not sure one can do
that, but yeah — if it’s possible I could totally
see it.

... 

(/user/Lynne Evers)

[new]


Lynne Evers (/user/L Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 04:46:15 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066656#comment_66066656)

Recommended 1 time

If he were impeached and they found the
election was rigged, could they reverse the
damage he has done? And would we be able
to recall Gorsuch?

... 

(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/Alle Spherical Aberration

Apr 06 · 08:06:13 PM (/comments/1650418

/66069093#comment_66069093)

True, but the key is to impeach him before
he has a chance to see what is coming. He
won’t pardon himself before it looks certain
that he will be impeached because that alone
would PROVE his guilt.

Theoretically at least, impeachment can be
kept secret until the Senate has already
convicted him and he could be notified of
impeachment before he even suspects it is
coming.

... 
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Recommended 0 times

Again, that is in theory. But actually going
through the impeachment process w/o him
getting wind of it beforehand would be a
near impossibility.

And even if we did, Pence would probably
pardon him!

So that is another part of the key, is to
hopefully impeach BOTH of them w/o them
getting wind of it first and as much as I would
like to see this play out, I’m not holding high
hopes for this kind of luck & timing.

Nevertheless, it IS what we MUST strive for
with every fiber of our being.

(/user/oaktownj)

[new]


oaktownj (/user/oaktownj) flitedocnm

Apr 05 · 04:55:29 PM (/comments/1650418

/66054361#comment_66054361)

Recommended 11 times

Sure, why not? Why couldn’t he pardon himself if
having his daughter and her husband represent the
U.S. with foreign leaders isn’t a problem; if charging
the taxpayers for his weekend visits to meet deal
seekers at Mar-a-Lago isn’t a problem; if attacking and
trying to intimidate the press isn’t a problem; if
attacking various individuals because he feels slighted
isn’t a problem; if colluding with Russia before and
after the election isn’t a problem; if remaining
involved with his worldwide businesses isn’t a
problem; if appointing people like himself that seem
to want to punish Americans that don’t agree with him
isn’t a problem? None of the aforementioned things
that ought to be grounds for investigation by an Ethics
Committee are seeming to be a problem. So, yeah, he
could pardon himself. Or he could at least try.



(/user/Rosalie907)

[new]


Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie9 flitedocnm

Apr 05 · 05:12:33 PM (/comments/1650418

/66054532#comment_66054532)

Recommended 7 times

No he can’t pardon himself but if Pence is POTUS HE
can pardon Trump.

... 

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/S Rosalie907

Apr 06 · 02:14:23 PM (/comments/1650418

/66064949#comment_66064949)

No it’s much worse than that-The right to
pardon is an authority given to the President
of the United States (POTUS) by the US
Constitution in Article II, Section 2. This
section specifically reads that the POTUS
“shall have power to grant reprieves and
pardons for offenses against the United
States, except in cases of impeachment.”
Essentially, the only way presidential pardon
is restricted by the constitution is under the
circumstance of the sitting president being
impeached. Self-pardon is not restricted by
law, and under interpretation by the
Supreme Court, a president could have
the right to pardon himself not only for
crimes he has committed, but also for
crimes with which he has not yet been
charged. As of yet, no president has actually
pardoned himself for committing crimes or

... 
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Recommended 2 times

from actions that might later be considered
crimes. But there’s also this-Failure to
impeach a president who has been perceived
of as having committed crimes, but has not
been charged with such crimes means that
the US would have no jurisdiction to convict
the president of crimes if he exercised the
right to pardon himself. However, in
circumstances where international laws are
broken, a presidential pardon has no
bearing. The only possible solution for
convicting a president of for example, war
crimes, would be for an incoming president
to extradite the former president to the
country in which war crimes have been
believed to be committed. The fact that a
particular POTUS would have pardoned
himself would not be given much weight in
prosecution by the World Court, or by the
court of another country. So even if it’s the
first of the two the Supreme Court could let
him pardon himself, if it’s the second one,
then sending him off to the country in which
he committed war crimes sounds like a
fitting and just thing to do.

(/user/VClib)

[new]


VClib (/user/VClib) Rosalie907

Apr 05 · 02:19:20 PM (/comments/1650418/66052726#comment_66052726)

Recommended 3 times

If the Dems take back the House Trump might be impeached,
but you still need 67 Senators to vote in favor of removal.



(/user/AppleP)

[new]


AppleP (/user/AppleP) VClib

Apr 05 · 02:38:08 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052956#comment_66052956)

Recommended 5 times

The way it is going I don’t think that will be difficult.



(/user/VClib)

[new]


VClib (/user/VClib) AppleP

Apr 05 · 02:53:21 PM (/comments/1650418

/66053137#comment_66053137)

Recommended 1 time

If that’s the case the GOP led House will
impeach Trump.



(/user/AllenMcw)

[new]


AllenMcw (/user/Alle VClib

Apr 06 · 08:14:45 PM (/comments/1650418

/66069186#comment_66069186)

They will in time. I’ve said from the very
beginning that the Republicans plan to
impeach him but ONLY after they get what
they want out of him.

We must get rid of Pence too and that will
likely only come under a Democratic
controlled Congress. Pence wants nothing
short of a theocratic dictatorship so if he
inherits the Presidency following a Dumpster
impeachment, I fear that only a Civil War will
stop him. Needless to say, paying that kind of
price to get rid of Pence would almost
certainly damage America beyond repair —
at least for the next 50+ years!

... 
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Recommended 1 time

We must find a way to STOP these fascist
monsters short of Civil War or there won’t be
an America left to defend!

America is truly at a crossroads and what we
do to unseat these fascists will determine if
America is able to survive intact!

I sincerely hope we are up to the test!

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj AppleP

Apr 06 · 03:58:46 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066138#comment_66066138)

Recommended 1 time

Care to count your Senators? That would
require retaining all 23 seats up for election
AND knocking off 19 Republican Senators.
(I’m counting the two Independent Senators
on the Democratic side, since that’s where
they caucus, anyway). Not unheard of, I don’t
think, but a VERY BIG lift.

... 

(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Bearto Rosalie907

Apr 08 · 01:36:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66082294#comment_66082294)

Recommended 1 time

Don’t count on it. The Democrats have an astonishing ability to
pull humiliating defeat from what looked like certain victory.

... 

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) sacrelicious

Apr 05 · 07:45:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66056002#comment_66056002)

Recommended 2 times

If I read it correctly, we can do that just as soon as he starts a war with
China.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken liv c4714dy

Apr 06 · 12:29:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66063548#comment_66063548)

Recommended 3 times

He’d also include North Korea (way to go, moron, driving them
together), Syria, Iran, Ethiopia, Madagascar, and Liechtenstein.
Oops, scratch the last one, that’s his bank.

Of course, he may rob his own bank ..............….

... 

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCel Menken lives

Apr 06 · 03:18:50 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065707#comment_66065707)

Exactly what I thought, before you have a meeting
with such a large international country’s leader he
sends out his threatening little twit tweet. If he knew
or had even one knowledgeable person in his
administration then he’d know that that won’t fly with
China, the Chinese play the long game and they can
afford to since Trumps got hopefully less than 4 yrs to
go but even if 8 yrs they will still wait and threatening
them with what, sanctions? They only make damn
near everything for the entire planet and I’m sure all it
looks like to them is Trump trying to make money for
himself. China has come a long way and they are a
force to be reckoned with whereas all Trump’s got is

... 
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Recommended 1 time

thinly veiled threats about starting a war with NK, or
over China’s expansion in the South China Sea over
Taiwan who they still consider as being a part of
China.

(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCeltiad) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 02:17:30 PM (/comments/1650418/66064975#comment_66064975)

Recommended 1 time

However, in circumstances where international laws are
broken, a presidential pardon has no bearing. The only
possible solution for convicting a president of for example, war
crimes, would be for an incoming president to extradite the
former president to the country in which war crimes have been
believed to be committed. The fact that a particular POTUS
would have pardoned himself would not be given much weight
in prosecution by the World Court, or by the court of another
country



(/user/MDBabyDoc)

[new]


MDBabyDoc (/user/MDBabyDoc) sacrelicious

Apr 06 · 01:10:27 PM (/comments/1650418/66064098#comment_66064098)

Recommended 2 times

Unfortunately, not sure the U.S. will survive Trump’s regime.



(/user/Ginger3100)

[new]


Ginger3100 (/user/Ginger3100) sacrelicious

Apr 06 · 01:58:26 PM (/comments/1650418/66064758#comment_66064758)

Recommended 5 times

As soon as they reveal that Trump and his accomplices were working
with Putin, bribed the Electoral College...not to mention that he evaded
paying his taxes for 18 years, that he is still dealing with the law on
Trump University, etc. etc. etc., he will become a convicted
crimininal. The man needs to have a Mental Health test for starters.



(/user/MeeB333)

[new]


MeeB333 (/user/MeeB333) sacrelicious

Apr 06 · 03:15:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66065669#comment_66065669)

Recommended 2 times

Did you see Third Month Mania on "The Daily Show," where the people
online picked his best tweet? The winner was: "Are you allowed to
impeach a president for gross incompetence?" :-)

http://www.cc.com/shows/the-daily-show-with-trevor-noah/third-
month-mania (http://www.cc.com/shows/the-daily-show-with-trevor-
noah/third-month-mania)



(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) NostroDanus

Apr 05 · 12:03:54 PM (/comments/1650418/66050787#comment_66050787)

Recommended 16 times

I wouldn’t want him near my daughter, and she’s 46.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMaj Nonpartay

Apr 05 · 01:27:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66051979#comment_66051979)

don't worry—that’s way out of his age range.

remember when he said “what still looks good at 35” with respect to an
*airplane*?

... 
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(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 05 · 10:12:15 PM (/comments/1650418/66056984#comment_66056984)

Recommended 6 times

Yes, well, I don’t really have to worry since my daughter would
never go near him anyway. She’s as horrified about this as I
am.



(/user/Debbio)

[new]


Debbio (/user/Debbio) Nonpartay

Apr 05 · 07:22:56 PM (/comments/1650418/66055797#comment_66055797)

Recommended 2 times

I love this, can you imagine a young good looking woman working with
all those men at the White House, and Trump harrassing her.  He would
reassure  the other men it is ok for them to harrass her too because he
has the power to discredit her if she talks. He feels they can all do
what Bill Clinton did since he likes patterning himself after Dems. 



(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILoveBats) Debbio

Apr 06 · 02:35:25 PM (/comments/1650418/66065190#comment_66065190)

Recommended 2 times

Except women apparently liked Bill Clinton.  Ms. Lewinsky was
certainly a willing participant.  (Well, I’d sure like him better
than Trump — he has a sense of humor.)

He feels they can all do what Bill Clinton did . . .



(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpart ILoveBats

Apr 06 · 02:47:55 PM (/comments/1650418

/66065328#comment_66065328)

Recommended 4 times

Good point. Hair Furor wouldn’t have to grab 'em
without asking if they wanted him to do that in the
first place. Yuck. He’s never appealed to this woman,
and he’s my age. I’ve always thought he was a sleaze
ball long before he ever ran for president.

... 

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cass ILoveBats

Apr 06 · 03:58:26 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066134#comment_66066134)

Recommended 3 times

And Monica was    a) of  age, and  b) not his daughter!

... 

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/No Cassandra2015

Apr 06 · 05:04:53 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066825#comment_66066825)

Exactly. Plus, Monica was in love with him.
Right or wrong, she was young and he was
the handsome president, a potent
combination. It was entirely consensual. And
which one of us hasn’t done something
stupid when we were young? He should have

... 
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known better, of course, I don’t really forgive
him as much as her. But what do they say?
Power corrupts. She would never have even
met him if the government hadn’t been shut
down by Newt Gingrich and she was
transferred to the White House. It’s all very
ironic, really. And then “conservatives” who
claim to be for family values, criticized Hillary
for standing by him and not getting a
divorce. It’s all very hard to believe. I’ll never
forgive Republicans for making such a BFD
out of that affair. They should have known
better, but then Republicans rarely act for
the good of the country, just their own
political ambitions.

(/user/ILoveBats)

[new]


ILoveBats (/user/ILo Nonpartay

Apr 06 · 05:43:16 PM (/comments/1650418

/66067179#comment_66067179)

Recommended 4 times

Yeah.  Not that that makes her behavior, or
Clinton’s, right, but it is an interesting irony!

She would never have even
met him if the government
hadn’t been shut down by
Newt Gingrich

That whole business was so stupidly blown
‘way out of proportion . . . actually it
increased my respect for Hillary.  She
handled it with sense.

... 

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/No ILoveBats

Apr 06 · 06:13:12 PM (/comments/1650418

/66067472#comment_66067472)

Recommended 4 times

Thank you! It’s so rare that anyone brings
that out. She was pretty darned classy about
the whole thing, imho. Yet that didn’t stop
Faux News from using every opportunity to
use it against her, of all people, during the
campaign. Buch of hypocrites with their
phony family values. Gag me.

... 

(/user/Nib)

[new]


Nib (/user/Nib) Nonpartay

Apr 06 · 12:42:54 PM (/comments/1650418/66063744#comment_66063744)

Recommended 0 times

Your daughter is the next president? Good on her, though the bar’s not
very high.



(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Beartooth B Nonpartay

Apr 08 · 01:44:41 AM (/comments/1650418/66082309#comment_66082309)

No worries, mate.  As soon as they get “too old,” he goes shopping to
trade them in on newer models.  You just have to look at his & Melania’s
public body language and (increasingly rare) interactions, & you can see
the split coming.  My guess is that, as he has done with his two previous
marriages, he already has a nice, young model as a mistress.  Unless,
that is, the Propecia he takes to try to avoid pattern male baldness has
caused him to become impotent — a common side effect.  Although, for
him, having beautiful “arm candy” is probably far more important than
actual sex. BTW, surgeons I know are convinced that his unique hairdo

... 
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Recommended 1 time

is the result of a sort of face-lift procedure, but done on his scalp to
remove & replace areas where the follicles have died.  Nobody with an
ego as big as his would voluntarily walk around with what look like
Lhasa Apso hair extensions if he didn’t have to.

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Beartooth Bronsky

Apr 08 · 02:36:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66087397#comment_66087397)

Recommended 0 times

Gawd, gotta love it, doncha?



(/user/TexDem)

[new]


TexDem (/user/TexDem) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 10:11:18 AM (/comments/1650418/66048941#comment_66048941)

Recommended 10 times

Help with a CNN twitter poll.

https://twitter.com/cspan/status/849351472055820290 (https://twitter.com/cspan/status
/849351472055820290)



(/user/Pilotshark)

[new]


Pilotshark (/user/Pilotshark) TexDem

Apr 05 · 12:10:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66050900#comment_66050900)

Recommended 3 times

no twitter account but would have voted against.

Lucky, here my two Senators are Filibusterer Merkley (good job) and Wyden.



(/user/joniworx)

[new]


joniworx (/user/joniworx) Pilotshark

Apr 06 · 12:39:15 PM (/comments/1650418/66063683#comment_66063683)

Recommended 3 times

Love our OR senators!



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) joniworx

Apr 06 · 04:04:24 PM (/comments/1650418/66066212#comment_66066212)

Recommended 3 times

I love your Senators, too! Can;’t love me at least one of ours,
who chairs the Committee that wouldn’t even deign to talk to
Garland, let alone have his name before the rest of the
Committee. Hear that Grassley? We remember! Here’s hoping
you retire before this term is out to live a long and happy life
on your family farm. (and maybe even help our other Senator
with her hog castration.)



(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Bearto joniworx

Apr 08 · 01:46:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66082312#comment_66082312)

Recommended 0 times

I’m stuck with Rubio, unfortunately.  If I call or write his office
to register a strong complaint or criticism, I get a nice form
letter back thanking me for supporting his policies!!!

... 

(/user/TexDem)

[new]


TexDem (/user/TexDem) TexDem

Apr 07 · 05:29:50 AM (/comments/1650418/66071292#comment_66071292)
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Recommended 0 times

As you can see in the link, it was a CSPAN poll not a CNN poll.

That’s what happens when one leaps before they look.

(/user/merlin654)

[new]


merlin654 (/user/merlin654) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 10:24:22 AM (/comments/1650418/66049110#comment_66049110)

Recommended 19 times

not. fit. not sane. not human.



(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra2015) merlin654

Apr 06 · 03:58:56 PM (/comments/1650418/66066141#comment_66066141)

Recommended 0 times

And utterly repulsive!



(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Beartooth Bronsky) merlin654

Apr 08 · 01:47:14 AM (/comments/1650418/66082315#comment_66082315)

Recommended 0 times

He’s proof that Apes are the evolutionary link between Republicans and Modern
Man.



(/user/bktzoo)

[new]


bktzoo (/user/bktzoo) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 11:12:53 AM (/comments/1650418/66049849#comment_66049849)

Recommended 17 times

Yep, he’s a petty, vindictive little f*cker



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 05 · 11:43:01 AM (/comments/1650418/66050429#comment_66050429)

Recommended 4 times

This is even more good news for John McCain!



(/user/Stevoreno)

[new]


Stevoreno (/user/Stevoreno) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 06 · 07:47:01 AM (/comments/1650418/66059433#comment_66059433)

Recommended 2 times

In so many ways he’s a very, very small man...



(/user/DJTexit)

[new]


DJTexit (/user/DJTexit) Bobs Telecaster

Apr 06 · 11:40:25 AM (/comments/1650418/66062853#comment_66062853)

Recommended 1 time

He’s a good fit for a coffin...sooner the better.!!

Sorry...my wife doesn’t like the pussy grabber either.!!



(/user/Criswell Weatherman)

[new]
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Apr 06 · 01:07:05 PM (/comments/1650418/66064052#comment_66064052)

Recommended 1 time

Trump has said that all publicity is good publicity. Every time he trashes CNN, WaPo, NYT,
more subscriptions and ratings. #ThanksDonald

(/user/evrgreen)

[new]


evrgreen (/user/evrgreen) Apr 05 · 09:16:45 AM (/comments/1650418/66048185#comment_66048185)

Recommended 112 times

That last bit isn’t actually locker room talk either. It is  mafia talk.

(/user/Hinoema01)

[new]


Hinoema01 (/user/Hinoema01) evrgreen

Apr 05 · 09:42:07 AM (/comments/1650418/66048547#comment_66048547)

Recommended 52 times

From someone with that kind of power, it’s a serious and deadly threat. He needs to get
slapped with a restraining order and charges for this.



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) Hinoema01

Apr 05 · 07:09:40 PM (/comments/1650418/66055678#comment_66055678)

Recommended 0 times

Deadly? How is that a deadly threat? 



(/user/Hinoema01)

[new]


Hinoema01 (/user/Hinoema01) o4tuna

Apr 06 · 03:30:53 AM (/comments/1650418/66057771#comment_66057771)

Recommended 3 times

It is when the person saying it has access to both legal and illegal
methods to silence someone permanently.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken liv Hinoema01

Apr 06 · 12:30:41 PM (/comments/1650418/66063572#comment_66063572)

Recommended 2 times

You mean like Putin?

... 

(/user/Hinoema01)

[new]


Hinoema01 (/user/Hinoem Menken lives

Apr 06 · 04:29:03 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066477#comment_66066477)

Recommended 0 times

And Trump. I don’t doubt for a second that he
has that kind of resource and would use it if
necessary.

... 

(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/ Menken lives

Apr 08 · 01:53:31 AM (/comments/1650418

/66082322#comment_66082322)

Putin is Trump’s model.  Trump isn’t quite there yet,
but give him a year or two with power and see what
happens.

“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to
test a man's character, give him power.”

  — Abraham Lincoln

... 
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Throw The Bums Out)

[new]


Throw The Bums Out (/user/Throw Th o4tuna

Apr 06 · 04:02:12 AM (/comments/1650418/66057870#comment_66057870)

Recommended 3 times

You do realize the president has the legal authority to order the killing
of anyone, including US citizens on US soil, simply by declaring them a
“national security threat” or “supporter of terrorist activity”, right?

As for how, there are plenty of ways.  A hellfire missile from a drone, a
bullet from a sniper, or even just sending in a team to blow the CNN
headquarters sky high.  All legal under existing emergency powers.

... 

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Throw The Bums Out

Apr 06 · 04:06:40 PM (/comments/1650418/66066235#comment_66066235)

Recommended 2 times

Actually, he doesn’t. That’s why Bush’s “enemy combatants”
designation to strip US citizens of their citizenship and their
rights never really flew.



(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Bearto Throw The Bums Out

Apr 08 · 01:55:59 AM (/comments/1650418/66082323#comment_66082323)

Recommended 0 times

Actually, the magic phrase is “enemy combatant” which nobody
has ever bothered to define.  In one northwestern state (I
forget which at the moment), they actually passed a law that
says if a driver runs down a protester in the street, it isn’t a
crime.”  And, that was passed just a month after Trump’s little
coup.

... 

(/user/Criswell Weatherman)

[new]


Criswell Weatherman (/user/Criswell o4tuna

Apr 06 · 05:20:27 PM (/comments/1650418/66066966#comment_66066966)

Recommended 0 times

“I could shoot someone on 5th avenue and not lose any votes.”

... 

(/user/dear occupant)

[new]


dear occupant (/user/dear occupant) Apr 05 · 09:24:18 AM (/comments/1650418/66048293#comment_66048293)

Recommended 71 times

T***p has NEVER stopped being the vindictive bully he was in high school. SAD.

(/user/underwriter505)

[new]


underwriter505 (/user/underwriter505) dear occupant

Apr 05 · 10:28:15 AM (/comments/1650418/66049169#comment_66049169)

Recommended 30 times

I think “vindictive bully” goes back at least to first grade.  It’s what his daddy taught him to
do.
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(/user/VA Gal)

[new]


VA Gal (/user/VA Gal) underwriter505

Apr 05 · 01:38:21 PM (/comments/1650418/66052142#comment_66052142)

Recommended 9 times

I think he was in grammer school when he punched a teacher in the face. His
father was a bizarre character to be sure, but even he decided to send Donald off
to military school not long after that.



(/user/coolstelizabeth)

[new]


coolstelizabeth (/user/coolstelizabeth) VA Gal

Apr 05 · 07:39:37 PM (/comments/1650418/66055956#comment_66055956)

Recommended 5 times

Before that, he threw rocks at the baby boy next door when he was in
his playpen in the back yard. That’s why the Donald was sent to military
school.



(/user/Beartooth Bronsky)

[new]


Beartooth Bronsky (/user/Beartooth Bronsky) underwriter505

Apr 08 · 01:57:38 AM (/comments/1650418/66082325#comment_66082325)

Recommended 1 time

Trump was thrown out of his elite boarding school by the time he was 13 for his
behavior — and that’s despite the fact that his father was on the school’s board
of directors.  He had to be sent to military school to control him after that.



(/user/Joieau)

[new]


Joieau (/user/Joieau) dear occupant

Apr 05 · 10:52:43 AM (/comments/1650418/66049527#comment_66049527)

Recommended 45 times

By the time he was in high school, he was already set in his ways. Too lazy, stupid and
inattentive to do any learning (or schoolwork) on his own, he’d discovered by early grade
school that he could force others to do it for him. By being a bully. It’s the ONLY thing he
was ever good at, and it got him all the way to the Presidency by the age of 70.

Which in itself is pretty impressive for a lazy moron with the attention span of a crazed
squirrel.



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) Joieau

Apr 05 · 11:45:29 AM (/comments/1650418/66050483#comment_66050483)

Recommended 8 times

And my parents told me that I had to do all the hard work to succeed.

Well, at least I don’t have any more college debt.



(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghead99) MikeTheLiberal

Apr 05 · 02:40:20 PM (/comments/1650418/66052975#comment_66052975)

Recommended 3 times

I retired when I first could at 62. I wonder WTF is wrong with a guy who
is 70 and signs up for 4 years of work? That’s dumb all by itself. I call him
TrumPutin.



(/user/Nib)

[new]


Nib (/user/Nib) Hoghead99

Apr 06 · 01:44:11 PM (/comments/1650418/66064580#comment_66064580)

Recommended 3 times

Needs the cash...and the attention.
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(/user/SeanCeltiad)
[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCeltiad) Hoghead99

Apr 06 · 03:26:02 PM (/comments/1650418/66065777#comment_66065777)

Recommended 0 times

Unfortunately he can pardon himself for anything he’s done,
plus this is not much more than a money grab for him as well
as his lust for power add insanity into the mix and we’ll all be
lucky to make it thru his hopefully less than 4 yrs to go.



(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra Hoghead99

Apr 06 · 04:01:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66066172#comment_66066172)

Recommended 0 times

Trumpolini more on target I think.  Though I  like
Trumpolethinskin  a  lot too.

... 

(/user/Maybe11e)

[new]


Maybe11e (/user/Maybe11e) Hoghead99

Apr 06 · 10:15:04 PM (/comments/1650418/66070111#comment_66070111)

Recommended 0 times

I think he honestly did not know what he was getting into.  He
has discovered he doesn’t want to be president.  It is much
more work than he imagined and he is open to criticism from
everywhere that doesn’t always include his adoring fans.  What
he really wanted was to be a perpetual candidate for president
so he would always be surrounded by his rabid minions.  (And
build walls, chant “lock her up.,” promise coal jobs, kill
Obamacare, deport 4 million illegals, reinstate, waterboarding,
etc.) That is why he still has rallies but I notice he hasn’t had
one lately.  And that is why he has appointed his son-in-law as
substitute president. He doesn’t trust anyone else especially
Pence who could have him put away.



(/user/o4tuna)

[new]


o4tuna (/user/o4tuna) MikeTheLiberal

Apr 05 · 07:11:19 PM (/comments/1650418/66055693#comment_66055693)

Recommended 2 times

Good for your parents, and good for you. 



(/user/elwior)

[new]


elwior (/user/elwior) Apr 05 · 09:27:42 AM (/comments/1650418/66048353#comment_66048353)

Recommended 53 times

How dare the media report facts and play the words actually spoken by a presidential candidate?

I can see how Trump would want to “get even” for such a “betrayal.”

With any luck at all, our nation will get even with the Pussy-Grabber-in-Chief by showing him the
White House exit door.  

(/user/Tarby)

[new]


Tarby (/user/Tarby) elwior Apr 05 · 12:44:55 PM (/comments/1650418/66051423#comment_66051423)

Recommended 6 times

And the entrance to the house with many doors!!


(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Tarby

Apr 05 · 01:31:08 PM (/comments/1650418/66052026#comment_66052026)

Recommended 4 times

are those metal doors that open and close at the same time with a loud clang?



[new]
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(/user/NonpassiveVoice) NonpassiveVoice (/user/NonpassiveVoice) Tarby

Apr 05 · 01:50:24 PM (/comments/1650418/66052328#comment_66052328)

Recommended 3 times

The Graybar Hotel.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken lives) Tarby

Apr 06 · 12:32:29 PM (/comments/1650418/66063600#comment_66063600)

Recommended 2 times

Guantanamo.



(/user/Apprenticegeezer)

[new]


Apprenticegeezer (/user/Apprenticegeezer) Apr 05 · 09:31:22 AM (/comments/1650418/66048403#comment_66048403)

Recommended 71 times

Being so petty about revenge in this makes me worry about his judgment when it comes to real
presidential stuff—like say, North Korea.

(/user/antirove)

[new]


antirove (/user/antirove) Apprenticegeezer

Apr 05 · 12:46:33 PM (/comments/1650418/66051438#comment_66051438)

Recommended 9 times

Suppose, in some whacky nightmare of a day, that North Korea’s Kim calls Trump the
Well-Known Pussy-Grabber and dares him to deny it?  It might be funnier if Kim called for
a 30 meter high wall along the DMZ, between the two Koreas, and demanded Trump pay
for it.



(/user/sagesource)

[new]


sagesource (/user/sagesource) antirove

Apr 05 · 12:56:33 PM (/comments/1650418/66051572#comment_66051572)

Recommended 5 times

He’s a coward as well. And the North Koreans, if nothing else, are deadly serious.
They have about as much of a sense of humor as a Secret Service agent dropping
in to discuss that death threat you just made against the President.



(/user/Mokurai)

[new]


Mokurai (/user/Mokurai) antirove

Apr 05 · 01:59:37 PM (/comments/1650418/66052473#comment_66052473)

Recommended 3 times

Well, the DMZ is several miles wide, and full of land mines, so I don't know how a
wall would improve it. Certainly defectors from the North don't come through
there. Trump is ignorant enough so that he could conceivably think it was a good
idea, and demand that South Korea pay for it.

The DMZ is also effectively the largest wildlife preserve in the world, since
nobody other than military patrols goes in there.



(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghead99) Mokurai

Apr 05 · 02:41:47 PM (/comments/1650418/66052997#comment_66052997)

Recommended 2 times

I’d never thought much about the DMZ. What you’ve said interests me,
thanks!
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(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken lives) Mokurai

Apr 06 · 12:33:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66063620#comment_66063620)

Recommended 0 times

Must be tough to be a burrowing animal in there .………….



(/user/Mokurai)

[new]


Mokurai (/user/Mokurai) Menken lives

Apr 06 · 12:54:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66063903#comment_66063903)

Recommended 2 times

It was really hard on the bears, but small animals can't set the
mines off.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Apprenticegeezer

Apr 05 · 07:48:47 PM (/comments/1650418/66056039#comment_66056039)

Recommended 2 times

and China

You know tRump isn’t going to let anybody beat him at golf.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken lives) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 12:38:08 PM (/comments/1650418/66063665#comment_66063665)

Recommended 1 time

Good thing he’s smarter than Xi Jinping.

I just hope he keeps his hands to himself when meets Peng Liyuan.



(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCeltiad) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 03:31:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66065826#comment_66065826)

Recommended 0 times

Xi Jinping doesn’t play golf so that won’t work for Trump and the PGOTUS had
better watch out with how he shakes Xi’s hand, he might get more than he
bargained for.



(/user/Criswell Weatherman)

[new]


Criswell Weatherman (/user/Criswell Weath c4714dy

Apr 06 · 05:21:58 PM (/comments/1650418/66066989#comment_66066989)

Recommended 0 times

Everyone says he cheats. Writes in whatever score he wants.

... 

(/user/BenderRodriguez)

[new]


BenderRodriguez (/user/BenderRodriguez) Apr 05 · 09:37:02 AM (/comments/1650418/66048488#comment_66048488)

Recommended 58 times

Nice network you get here, Jeff. It’d be a real shame if some unfortunate things started to happen.
Just sayin’ is all.

In the immortal words of “Fat” Tony from “The Simpsons”: “I don’t get mad. I get stabby.”

I have to admit that Trump being president of any other country would be nonstop hysterical. That
it’s happening in the country I live in makes it way less funny.

(/user/Ellid)

[new]


Ellid (/user/Ellid) BenderRodriguez

Apr 05 · 10:42:26 AM (/comments/1650418/66049355#comment_66049355)
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Recommended 21 times

I swear, it’s like Sasha Baron Cohen is making another film.

(/user/flitedocnm)

[new]


flitedocnm (/user/flitedocnm) Ellid

Apr 05 · 12:32:59 PM (/comments/1650418/66051238#comment_66051238)

Recommended 4 times

Nah, SBC is 1,000x smarter than tRump, and so are the characters he portrays, as
silly as they are made out to be.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Ellid

Apr 05 · 07:49:53 PM (/comments/1650418/66056054#comment_66056054)

Recommended 0 times

Just as long as I don’t have to see him in that neon green thong, the one with
straps.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 04:10:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66066275#comment_66066275)

Recommended 0 times

I hope you provide the bleach for that image!



(/user/Canadian Reader)

[new]


Canadian Reader (/user/Canadian Reader) BenderRodriguez

Apr 05 · 12:32:05 PM (/comments/1650418/66051225#comment_66051225)

Recommended 16 times

Trust me, it’s not all that funny from outside the US, either.



(/user/psnyder)

[new]


psnyder (/user/psnyder) Apr 05 · 09:44:41 AM (/comments/1650418/66048584#comment_66048584)

Recommended 29 times

There is no good look for this president.

(/user/sjburnman)

[new]


sjburnman (/user/sjburnman) psnyder

Apr 05 · 09:50:57 AM (/comments/1650418/66048656#comment_66048656)

Recommended 53 times

A perp walk would be a prettygood look.



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) sjburnman

Apr 05 · 10:15:08 AM (/comments/1650418/66048984#comment_66048984)

Recommended 8 times

With a hoodie over his head and face.
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(/user/Futaku)

[new]


Futaku (/user/Futaku) anon004

Apr 05 · 10:57:19 AM (/comments/1650418/66049593#comment_66049593)

Recommended 16 times

No, don’t cover his face.  I want to see that look of incomprehension and
rage.



(/user/hannah)

[new]


hannah (/user/hannah) anon004

Apr 05 · 11:23:44 AM (/comments/1650418/66050053#comment_66050053)

Recommended 10 times

I’m thinking straight jacket. I’m thinking he’s clearly non compos mentis.
In a psychiatric environment he’d be put in restraints for such
utterances.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlu hannah

Apr 05 · 01:32:53 PM (/comments/1650418/66052048#comment_66052048)

Recommended 3 times

straitjacket

... 

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghea TrueBlueMajority

Apr 05 · 02:43:09 PM (/comments/1650418

/66053019#comment_66053019)

Recommended 7 times

Be kind, he could have a heel spur relapse at any
moment.

... 

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cass TrueBlueMajority

Apr 06 · 04:03:07 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066199#comment_66066199)

Recommended 0 times

yes

... 

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) psnyder

Apr 05 · 07:50:30 PM (/comments/1650418/66056064#comment_66056064)

Recommended 2 times

I saw a nice urn on the cemetery channel.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adulthood) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 10:07:57 PM (/comments/1650418/66070068#comment_66070068)

Recommended 0 times

"... the cemetery channel".

LOL LOL!



(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela Marx) Apr 05 · 09:44:44 AM (/comments/1650418/66048587#comment_66048587)

Every day, in every way, Don the Con makes it clearer and clearer that his stay at the White House
will be a short and painful one.

We can only hope that his destination after that will be less comfy and less golden. You know, in a
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Recommended 46 times

medium security facility with uniformed ‘security guards’ on duty 24/7.

(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) Angela Marx

Apr 05 · 09:57:33 AM (/comments/1650418/66048747#comment_66048747)

Recommended 24 times

No, max security, solitary confinement. He's a terrorist.



(/user/Getting1)

[new]


Getting1 (/user/Getting1) a2nite

Apr 05 · 10:27:00 AM (/comments/1650418/66049152#comment_66049152)

45’s Future Home?

Recommended 23 times

Here you go, a photo of what a cell in the  Displinary Barracks looks like. It's a 8 x
10’ room. 



(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) Getting1

Apr 05 · 10:38:12 AM (/comments/1650418/66049289#comment_66049289)

Recommended 11 times

Looks too big to me.



(/user/gchaucer2)

[new]


gchaucer2 (/user/gchaucer2) a2nite

Apr 05 · 10:47:17 AM (/comments/1650418/66049444#comment_66049444)

Recommended 9 times

Me too — with the window and square footage it is like the
Mar-a-Lechero of prison cells.



(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwenne gchaucer2

Apr 05 · 10:56:53 AM (/comments/1650418

/66049585#comment_66049585)

This better?

It’s currently occupied, as you can see. But I’m sure they can make room for
one more.

... 
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Recommended 17 times

(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) Gwennedd

Apr 05 · 12:28:18 PM (/comments/1650418

/66051182#comment_66051182)

Recommended 8 times

That's more like it.



(/user/txjackalope)

[new]


txjackalope (/user/tx Gwennedd

Apr 05 · 12:40:39 PM (/comments/1650418

/66051350#comment_66051350)

Recommended 6 times

Reminds me of a favorite story: 

Setting is boat dock of beach town Saturday
morning during spring break.

Fishing Buddy: “Judge are you sure you can
go fishing this morning? Don’t they need you
to go down and bond people out?”

Beachtown Judge: “They always got room for
one more.”

... 

(/user/MissUnderstood)

[new]


MissUnderstood (/user/MissUnderstood) Getting1

Apr 05 · 10:50:07 AM (/comments/1650418/66049485#comment_66049485)

Recommended 19 times

Can you imagine Trump going from his gilded tower to an 8x10 cell?  I
would pay big bucks to have a front row seat for that.  Put up a camera
with Pay-Per-View and you’d make enough money to pay all the people
he stiffed over the years.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken liv MissUnderstood

Apr 06 · 12:40:59 PM (/comments/1650418/66063715#comment_66063715)

Recommended 1 time

They could line up on both sides of his final walk. The gauntlet
of approval he so wants.

“Walk this way”

... 

(/user/Alden)

[new]


Alden (/user/Alden) Getting1

Apr 05 · 11:08:34 AM (/comments/1650418/66049766#comment_66049766)

Recommended 6 times

Never happen.

Deserved, yes. But DC would never allow such debasement of the
dignity of the office, regardless of its disgust with the man.

That's not even to mention that any Republican successor and possibly
even a Democrat would preemptively pardon Trump.



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheL Alden

Apr 05 · 11:48:11 AM (/comments/1650418/66050531#comment_66050531)

Bwa ha ha ha ha!!

You wrote:

... 
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Recommended 11 times

Deserved, yes.  But DC would never allow such
debasement of the dignity of the office,
regardless of its disgust with the man.

TOO LATE!

(/user/NickyZ)

[new]


NickyZ (/user/NickyZ) Alden

Apr 05 · 11:48:28 AM (/comments/1650418/66050534#comment_66050534)

Recommended 5 times

… a la Ford’s pre-emptive full pardon of Nixon.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Alden

Apr 06 · 04:13:17 PM (/comments/1650418/66066305#comment_66066305)

Recommended 0 times

Not if he is actually impeached and removed from office, they
can’t. Constitution specifically makes that exception to a
presidential pardon.



(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) a2nite

Apr 05 · 11:06:34 AM (/comments/1650418/66049735#comment_66049735)

Recommended 3 times

Nah, he’d likely go to Lompoc.  www.bop.gov/... (https://www.bop.gov/locations
/institutions/lof/)



(/user/redstatelefty)

[new]


redstatelefty (/user/redstatelefty) azindy

Apr 06 · 11:46:23 AM (/comments/1650418/66062950#comment_66062950)

Recommended 2 times

Is Gitmo too much to hope for?



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) a2nite

Apr 05 · 07:51:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66056071#comment_66056071)

Recommended 1 time

And we don’t need him sending out any more tweets. Give him an etch-a-sketch
& tell him it’s the latest tablet—that’s why there’s no keys.



(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCeltiad) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 03:37:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66065900#comment_66065900)

Recommended 1 time

That’s probably what his Daddy gave him when he was a boy and look
how that turned out for us, Daddy tried sending him to military school
to correct his mistake and so much for that. Say, how did his Daddy
meet his end anyway?
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(/user/sweetiepie317)

[new]


sweetiepie317 (/user/sweetiepie317) a2nite

Apr 06 · 04:19:51 PM (/comments/1650418/66066388#comment_66066388)

Recommended 0 times

Works for me!!



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) Angela Marx

Apr 05 · 11:36:36 AM (/comments/1650418/66050300#comment_66050300)

Recommended 5 times

I saw Al Capone’s jail cell in Philly.  That’s good enough for the short-fingered, lard-assed,
orange-tinted traitorous Trump.



(/user/geneticdem)

[new]


geneticdem (/user/geneticdem) ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 12:43:59 PM (/comments/1650418/66051407#comment_66051407)

Recommended 1 time

I saw that too — have a picture on my phone. 



(/user/NonpassiveVoice)

[new]


NonpassiveVoice (/user/NonpassiveVoice) ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 01:55:06 PM (/comments/1650418/66052399#comment_66052399)

Recommended 1 time

I used to live near it (outside the actual prison).



(/user/MikeTheLiberal)

[new]


MikeTheLiberal (/user/MikeTheLiberal) Angela Marx

Apr 05 · 11:47:02 AM (/comments/1650418/66050514#comment_66050514)

Recommended 11 times

You know what I want?

When he’s led away, and someone else becomes #46, the country will list the presidents,
and when it gets to #45, it will read, “vacated”, like those NCAA tournament appearances.



(/user/Lilyvt)

[new]


Lilyvt (/user/Lilyvt) MikeTheLiberal

Apr 05 · 12:54:04 PM (/comments/1650418/66051539#comment_66051539)

Recommended 5 times

Prefer there to be no #45 like some buildings have no 13th floor.  Just skip over it
and let there be an asterisk in its place, explaining in a very cautionary way
exactly what happened with explicit warnings that it should never happen again.



(/user/sagesource)

[new]


sagesource (/user/sagesource) Lilyvt

Apr 05 · 01:03:23 PM (/comments/1650418/66051657#comment_66051657)

Revive the old Roman custom of Damnatio memoriae:
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Recommended 10 times

Damnatio memoriae is the Latin phrase
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language) literally
meaning "condemnation of memory," meaning that a
person must not be remembered.

It was a form of dishonor that could be passed by the
Roman Senate (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Roman_Senate) on traitors
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treason) or others who
brought discredit to the Roman State
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_State). The intent
was to erase the malefactor from history, a task
somewhat easier in ancient times, when documentation
was limited. [Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Damnatio_memoriae)]

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) sagesource

Apr 05 · 07:53:04 PM (/comments/1650418/66056083#comment_66056083)

Recommended 3 times

I love the old ways. So much easier.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) sagesource

Apr 06 · 04:15:44 PM (/comments/1650418/66066336#comment_66066336)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds like what we do (thankfully not very often) to those
Masons who commit heinous crimes.  I unremember at least
one.



(/user/SeanCeltiad)

[new]


SeanCeltiad (/user/SeanCeltiad) sagesource

Apr 06 · 04:55:34 PM (/comments/1650418/66066743#comment_66066743)

Recommended 0 times

The Egyptians did that too with Hatshepsut-”

She’s the only woman from all of antiquity to have left her
situation better than she found it. Other women who held
military power are all associated with crisis or disaster.
Hatshepsut does everything right, everything was good in her
reign. There were no assassinations, only prosperity. In fact,
some accused her of giving too much of that wealth away.

Read more: http://www.messagetoeagle.com/why-was-
hatshepsuts-reign-virtually-erased-from-history
/#ixzz4dW6AcsTy” Must have been the first Republicans.



(/user/Curioserandcurioser)

[new]


Curioserandcurioser (/user/Curioserandcurioser)

Apr 05 · 09:48:38 AM (/comments/1650418/66048632#comment_66048632)

Recommended 18 times

Well done, Jen Hayden.

(/user/Snud)

[new]


Snud (/user/Snud) Apr 05 · 09:59:36 AM (/comments/1650418/66048774#comment_66048774)

Recommended 29 times

What motivation does CNN now have NOT to take the fight to Donald?

I sure would after that threat. Trump’s an imbecile.
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(/user/estreya)

[new]


estreya (/user/estreya) Snud Apr 05 · 10:09:32 AM (/comments/1650418/66048915#comment_66048915)

Recommended 26 times

“The pen is mightier than the sword?”  I guess that’s only applicable if “the pen” actually
does its job.  Even now, i think “the media” is too easy on Trump.  I really hope the time
comes when his misdeeds, both past and present, become common knowledge.  Too
many Americans remain blissfully unaware ...



(/user/nela1872)

[new]


nela1872 (/user/nela1872) estreya

Apr 05 · 11:18:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66049962#comment_66049962)

Recommended 19 times

Rachel Maddow says the first day Trump was in office he inadvertently taught
them how to cover him — don’t pay attention to what he says, pay attention to
what he does and report accordingly.



(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) nela1872

Apr 05 · 11:45:45 AM (/comments/1650418/66050487#comment_66050487)

Recommended 13 times

Rachel’s current shows delving into the Russian connections make me
want to curl up in the fetal position and whimper.  How many tentacles
reach from Russia to Trump through all these numerous connections. 
With republicans acquiescing to whatever Trump wants, will this country
ever get back on a sure footing?  It’s like watching a movie about a
country run by a dictator, and the outlook is bleak.  Unless the Dems
can take control of the Senate in 2018, everything will get progressively
worse.  Sorry to be a downer.



(/user/momomia)

[new]


momomia (/user/momomia) ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 12:49:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66051480#comment_66051480)

Recommended 8 times

My mom asks almost daily, are we at war yet? She is 95.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/Tr momomia

Apr 05 · 01:34:48 PM (/comments/1650418

/66052079#comment_66052079)

Recommended 4 times

{{{{{momomia and mom}}}}}

... 

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghea momomia

Apr 05 · 02:46:16 PM (/comments/1650418

/66053064#comment_66053064)

Recommended 5 times

What a sweet gem. Give her an extra hug for me, will
you? I miss my mom!

... 

(/user/Mokurai)

[new]


Mokurai (/user/Mokurai) ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 02:34:27 PM (/comments/1650418/66052913#comment_66052913)

Recommended 2 times

The Great Dictator, by Charlie Chaplin? He plays Adenoid
Hynkel, dictator of Tomainia, and also a Jewish barber.

Or how about Rufus T. Firefly (Groucho Marx) of Fredonia in
Duck Soup?



[new]
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(/user/c4714dy) c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) estreya

Apr 05 · 07:54:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66056094#comment_66056094)

Recommended 2 times

It’ll be its own book, ½ semester on how NOT to be the ‘Leader of the Free World’.
Can go under Ecnomics, Poli Sci, Psychology.



(/user/Mokurai)

[new]


Mokurai (/user/Mokurai) Snud Apr 05 · 02:04:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66052550#comment_66052550)

Recommended 3 times

Never get in a fight with people who buy electrons by the power plant.


(/user/LordRobin)

[new]


LordRobin (/user/LordRobin) Apr 05 · 10:02:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66048808#comment_66048808)

Recommended 33 times

Jokes on Trump.  Ratings for cable news have been up since Trump was elected, and the more the
cable network bashes Trump, the more its ratings climb.

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) LordRobin

Apr 05 · 10:12:27 AM (/comments/1650418/66048954#comment_66048954)

Recommended 6 times

I know that I’m watching the CNN night shows more often.



(/user/mojo11)

[new]


mojo11 (/user/mojo11) LordRobin

Apr 05 · 10:13:39 AM (/comments/1650418/66048967#comment_66048967)

Recommended 6 times

Correlation… or causation?



(/user/nellgwen)

[new]


nellgwen (/user/nellgwen) LordRobin

Apr 05 · 10:29:17 AM (/comments/1650418/66049183#comment_66049183)

Recommended 19 times

Never pick a fight with someone who buys terabytes by the barrel.



(/user/brooklynbadboy)

[new]


brooklynbadboy (/user/brooklynbadboy) Apr 05 · 10:03:12 AM (/comments/1650418/66048819#comment_66048819)

Recommended 23 times

Still, Jeff Zucker is an asshole. Also. 

(/user/sawgrass727)

[new]


sawgrass727 (/user/sawgrass727) brooklynbadboy

Apr 05 · 10:20:37 AM (/comments/1650418/66049064#comment_66049064)

Recommended 12 times

Though he will eventually have the last laugh on Trump.  To slightly revise a W.C. Field
movie comment (http://quoteinvestigator.com/2011/08/17/sober-tomorrow/), 

Yeah, and you’re crazy, n’ I’ll be sober the head of CNN tomorrow n’ you’ll
be crazy for the rest of your life.

Even more so the last laugh if it’s a CNN reporter who eventually breaks whatever lead
that will lead to a Trump criminal indictment. 
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(/user/nspguy)

[new]


nspguy (/user/nspguy) sawgrass727

Apr 05 · 10:54:15 AM (/comments/1650418/66049547#comment_66049547)

Recommended 4 times

I always thought that was a Churchill quote to Lady Astor, but maybe he stole it
from WC and modified it.



(/user/redstatelefty)

[new]


redstatelefty (/user/redstatelefty) nspguy

Apr 06 · 11:50:19 AM (/comments/1650418/66063021#comment_66063021)

Recommended 3 times

A recent version is "Yeah, I'm fat. But you're ugly, and I can diet!"



(/user/Fe Bongolan)

[new]


Fe Bongolan (/user/Fe Bongolan) Apr 05 · 10:07:55 AM (/comments/1650418/66048888#comment_66048888)

Recommended 21 times

He’s always been this bad. Now with the stress of the WH, he’s getting worse.

(/user/subtropolis)

[new]


subtropolis (/user/subtropolis) Apr 05 · 10:12:18 AM (/comments/1650418/66048952#comment_66048952)

Recommended 8 times

That’s funny. So do the American people: Find a way to get even.

(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) subtropolis

Apr 05 · 10:16:24 AM (/comments/1650418/66049010#comment_66049010)

Recommended 5 times

Just ask Richard Nixon and GW.



(/user/mama jo)

[new]


mama jo (/user/mama jo) Apr 05 · 10:16:44 AM (/comments/1650418/66049013#comment_66049013)

Recommended 34 times

I've always thought that the roasting of the Yam45 was trump's motivation for running.

Remember that look on his face as the room laughed at him? Pure hate and evil.

I thought then: He will never let this go.

And this is the guy heading our once-great country--someone so petty and thin-skinned that he can
never laugh at himself or take a joke.

God help us.

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) mama jo

Apr 05 · 07:57:11 PM (/comments/1650418/66056108#comment_66056108)

Recommended 1 time

‘Cause Satan’s helping him, don’t you know.



(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra2015) c4714dy

Apr 06 · 04:07:18 PM (/comments/1650418/66066243#comment_66066243)

Trumplethinskin!
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/MarcKyle64)

[new]


MarcKyle64 (/user/MarcKyle64) Apr 05 · 10:28:42 AM (/comments/1650418/66049173#comment_66049173)

Recommended 25 times

And why didn’t CNN go after Trump hammer-and-tongs after that nasty note? Why keep up the
ass-kissing and free publicity? If I’d been running CNN, that would have been the signal to release
the hounds.

(/user/NickyZ)

[new]


NickyZ (/user/NickyZ) MarcKyle64

Apr 05 · 11:51:00 AM (/comments/1650418/66050570#comment_66050570)

Recommended 10 times

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$



(/user/sawgrass727)

[new]


sawgrass727 (/user/sawgrass727) Apr 05 · 10:31:08 AM (/comments/1650418/66049209#comment_66049209)

Recommended 23 times

That should have been newsworthy the day it happened.   CNN should have published that note.

it was such a mistake for the press to downplay or minimize Trump’s assault on the freedom of the
press and members of the press themselves.  If he had gone after any other profession like
that—imagine police officers!--it would have been front and center.  

Granted, the coverage would not have made a difference to Trump’s ignorant supporters but it was
newsworthy and might given some potential Trump voters more reason to doubt him--and his
fascist ways.  Especially if the press had shown how Trump’s behavior mirrored how badly Putin
has treated Russian independent press.  (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/may/25/how-
russia-independent-media-was-dismantled-piece-by-piece)

(/user/VA6thDem)

[new]


VA6thDem (/user/VA6thDem) Apr 05 · 10:33:52 AM (/comments/1650418/66049241#comment_66049241)

Recommended 12 times

That message could have easily read, “Dimitri, “ — Too bad you (Kommersant) couldn’t be honest
with how well I am leading Russia back to its glory. The dumbest thing I ever did was put in a good
word for you at Kommersant — you are the most disloyal person. Just remember, I always seem
to find a way to get even. Best wishes, Vladimir Putin.”

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghead99) VA6thDem

Apr 05 · 02:48:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66053085#comment_66053085)

Recommended 2 times

That would be too scary!



(/user/MEAT HELMET)

[new]


MEAT HELMET (/user/MEAT HELMET) Apr 05 · 10:37:28 AM (/comments/1650418/66049280#comment_66049280)

Recommended 13 times

And yet CNN keeps elevating people associated with him. Meh.

(/user/MEAT HELMET)

[new]


MEAT HELMET (/user/MEAT HELMET) MEAT HELMET

Apr 05 · 10:40:56 AM (/comments/1650418/66049328#comment_66049328)

Recommended 4 times

Here was CNN after the second debate

Media Matters Link (https://mediamatters.org/blog/2016/10/14/video-cnn-has-trump-
surrogate-problem/213824)
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(/user/MEAT HELMET)

[new]


MEAT HELMET (/user/MEAT HELMET) MEAT HELMET

Apr 05 · 10:42:56 AM (/comments/1650418/66049363#comment_66049363)

Recommended 5 times

Last month CNN hired a Trump adviser

Huff Link (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/jason-miller-trump-campaign-
cnn_us_58c035c3e4b0ed71826907ce)



(/user/MEAT HELMET)

[new]


MEAT HELMET (/user/MEAT HELMET) MEAT HELMET

Apr 05 · 10:44:02 AM (/comments/1650418/66049380#comment_66049380)

Recommended 6 times

We spent a lot of time highlighting the terrible of 45* by painting other
terrible people and entities in a positive light.  He’s terrible and so is
CNN in different ways.



(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) Apr 05 · 10:37:41 AM (/comments/1650418/66049286#comment_66049286)

Recommended 8 times

You may recall that CNN, along with the BBC, were called “fake news” organizations by Trump at
one of his few news conferences.

(/user/pslizar)

[new]


pslizar (/user/pslizar) Apr 05 · 10:39:42 AM (/comments/1650418/66049311#comment_66049311)

Recommended 8 times

When plotting revenge...it’s always best to dig 2 graves. One for your intended victim and one for
yourself. Happy Funeral Mr. Pussy Grabber!!!

(/user/Greendesign)

[new]


Greendesign (/user/Greendesign) pslizar

Apr 05 · 12:25:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66051128#comment_66051128)

Recommended 6 times

“Revenge is like a water pail with holes, it holds only the promise of fulfillment”

Kung Fu



(/user/AfricanLived)

[new]


AfricanLived (/user/AfricanLived) Apr 05 · 10:46:15 AM (/comments/1650418/66049418#comment_66049418)

Recommended 5 times

Think Comey then sent a note to Trump saying, ‘don’t worry, I got you!’

(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Apr 05 · 10:47:47 AM (/comments/1650418/66049454#comment_66049454)

Recommended 12 times

 You have to be pretty fucked up in the head to run for office, just to get back at someone (and
presumably try to scrap every bit of his legacy).

 And Trump is also clearly has an addled head for thinking automatically that he did well in the
debate, and that saying otherwise equals disloyalty, and then threatening someone with revenge. I
have to wonder: does he think the same way about any Americans who criticize him?

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) JES1

Apr 05 · 11:58:12 AM (/comments/1650418/66050681#comment_66050681)

Trump is, and always has been, a mean-assed, rich-kid bully who will exact his revenge on
anyone who doesn’t kiss his ass.  I think he spends most of his waking hours thinking of
getting even with someone.  He hated Obama before the Correspondent’s Dinner; and
after Obama roasted him, his hate became uncontrollable rage.  The pussy-grabber tape
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Recommended 16 times

should have been the end of his political career, but his cult followers DIDN’T CARE.  

(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) ellpeecee

Apr 05 · 12:46:09 PM (/comments/1650418/66051436#comment_66051436)

Recommended 5 times

 Well, he hasn’t exacted his revenge on US yet (I have left some comments he
surely doesn’t like on his Twitter feed). Unless, plans to gut the EPA, roll back
regulations, and Neil Gorsuch is his way of saying “hahaha, suck my dick” in a
sing-song voice to Progressives!

 Though there is still the matter of getting even with him. And we DO need to
even the score with him, and every single Republican who has sided with him, in
spite of all logic and compassion dictating otherwise.

 I don’t give a fuck if he’s the President, and I also won’t have respect of Gorsuch
as a judge. He will have to earn that, rules and regulations be damned, because
that is part of democracy.

 It needs to be made abundantly clear that they do not own or control us, Trump
cannot take our respect, and if they try to do so by force, like so many in the
past, they will get burned, not to mention looking like complete asshats to the
world. 



(/user/Mokurai)

[new]


Mokurai (/user/Mokurai) JES1

Apr 05 · 02:40:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66052984#comment_66052984)

Recommended 5 times

You mean…?



attribution: Executive Order Generator/Mokurai

(/user/JES1)

[new]


JES1 (/user/JES1) Mokurai

Apr 06 · 01:36:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66064479#comment_66064479)

 Pretty much, and if he tried to say “oh, I’m going to MAKE you
like/obey me!”, only the most far right news organizations
would side with him when we responded in kind.

 As scary a thought as it might be, I don’t think I’m the only one
who would be willing to take arms if he or the Repugs really
tried to turn us into a Banana Republic, complete with
enforcement similar to in Russia where dissent is quashed.

 The scary thing is: I don’t KNOW if something won’t happen to
make things even worse.
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/ellpeecee)

[new]


ellpeecee (/user/ellpeecee) JES1

Apr 05 · 07:41:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66055973#comment_66055973)

Recommended 3 times

Ooooh, how I’d love to burst his bubble of omnipotence.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) JES1

Apr 05 · 08:01:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66056138#comment_66056138)

Recommended 3 times

They already look that way to the world. And it’s reflecting badly on the
rest of us. You know, the ones who could see the Repub has no clothes
before he became ^%%^&*(& in-Chief.



(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra c4714dy

Apr 06 · 04:09:00 PM (/comments/1650418/66066262#comment_66066262)

Recommended 1 time

Pussy-Groper-in-chief?

... 

(/user/oddfuture)

[new]


oddfuture (/user/oddfuture) Apr 05 · 10:55:36 AM (/comments/1650418/66049570#comment_66049570)

Recommended 5 times

Fuck Trump and fuck Jeff Zucker too

He’ll fall to his knees and lick Trump’s shoes if it makes him $1 richer

(/user/wuod kwatch)

[new]


wuod kwatch (/user/wuod kwatch) Apr 05 · 10:59:11 AM (/comments/1650418/66049615#comment_66049615)

Recommended 8 times

I hope the orange demon continues to bash CNN esp zucker, who gleefully gave hundreds of
millions free airtime to trump, for rating, hired trumps campaign manager and continue to push
bothsiderism

I have sero sympathy for CNN or zucker or any of their talking mouths — only Fareed Zakaria
seems sane there

(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) Apr 05 · 11:00:58 AM (/comments/1650418/66049643#comment_66049643)

Recommended 2 times

New article on how Trump solved CNN’s problem: www.nytimes.com/... (https://www.nytimes.com
/2017/04/04/magazine/cnn-had-a-problem-donald-trump-solved-it.html?_r=0)

(/user/CTJOE)

[new]


CTJOE (/user/CTJOE) Apr 05 · 11:01:38 AM (/comments/1650418/66049658#comment_66049658)

Recommended 11 times

Zucker and CNN and many of their on air personnel constantly propped up Trump for click bait,
false equivalence, ignored Hillary except for emails and Benghazi and generally recused
themselves from any responsible journalism.  It seems TRUMP should be thanking them.  Zucker
only cares about money, not journalism or this country.  Put them both in a mud pit and let the two
pigs wrestle in the pig sty together.  They can grab each others’ pu$$ies.

(/user/scooter51)

[new]


scooter51 (/user/scooter51) Apr 05 · 11:26:42 AM (/comments/1650418/66050105#comment_66050105)
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Recommended 5 times

He’s a petulant infantile bully. I truly hope he gets what he deserves in the end. Nothing would be
more satisfying than to see him ruined financially and behind bars for treason.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) scooter51

Apr 05 · 01:41:30 PM (/comments/1650418/66052189#comment_66052189)

Recommended 3 times

and i want his children to be forced to get real jobs.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 05 · 08:15:03 PM (/comments/1650418/66056258#comment_66056258)

Recommended 2 times

Payless isn’t hiring.



(/user/Menken lives)

[new]


Menken lives (/user/Menken lives) TrueBlueMajority

Apr 06 · 02:39:45 PM (/comments/1650418/66065234#comment_66065234)

Recommended 1 time

As the child of a person like Trump, I can tell you that it isn’t fun for any of them.
The scarring will be there for their lifetime, and it’s more than most can even
cope with, much less heal from.

The more normal they are, the worse it is.



(/user/kassandra kitty)

[new]


kassandra kitty (/user/kassandra kitty) Apr 05 · 11:28:42 AM (/comments/1650418/66050149#comment_66050149)

Recommended 6 times

Take him at his word. He is motivated by revenge, sometimes by false promises reneged on in the
most humiliating way. As chief executive and commander in chief he will get off on hurting
everyone, obviously,  but only those who have never trusted him and never had hope the office
would mature him can be betrayed.  Includes Zucker, who could care less about donald’s lies.  

(/user/FoundingFatherDAR)

[new]


FoundingFatherDAR (/user/FoundingFatherDAR)

Apr 05 · 11:54:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66050624#comment_66050624)

Recommended 4 times

I loathe the constantly failing upward Zucker.  But this is a case of “the enemy of my enemy is my
friend”, so I’ll have to support CNN if they’ll aide in taking down DT.

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Apr 05 · 12:03:01 PM (/comments/1650418/66050769#comment_66050769)

Recommended 4 times

I’ll never understand why he wants to war with the media. They are the ones with the pens and the
cameras and the websites. They can write stuff that millions will see, and if the so-called president
makes enemies of them, it’s not likely to go well for him in the long run. But then I guess he’s just
too stupid to realize it since he's apparently gotten away with it so far.

(/user/Bluefin)

[new]


Bluefin (/user/Bluefin) Nonpartay

Apr 05 · 10:20:07 PM (/comments/1650418/66057025#comment_66057025)

Recommended 0 times

Stockholm_syndrome (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stockholm_syndrome)  ?
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(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Bluefin

Apr 05 · 10:27:23 PM (/comments/1650418/66057058#comment_66057058)

Recommended 0 times

Well, I looked it up just to see if there was something I was missing, and I still
couldn’t figure it out. Care to explain?



(/user/teachhighschool)

[new]


teachhighschool (/user/teachhighschool) Apr 05 · 12:14:38 PM (/comments/1650418/66050968#comment_66050968)

Recommended 2 times

WHAT A SICK GUY!  WAKE UP AMERICA, WE GOT A REAL SICKO IN THE

WHITE HOUSE.  HE HAS GOT TO GO.  HOW ABOUT THE RUSSIAN

SALT MINES?  HE MIGHT LOSE SOME WEIGHT DOING SOME REAL

WORK.

(/user/crowsfeet)

[new]


crowsfeet (/user/crowsfeet) Apr 05 · 12:19:30 PM (/comments/1650418/66051043#comment_66051043)

Recommended 6 times

All signs point towards psychopathy.

(/user/dadadata)

[new]


dadadata (/user/dadadata) Apr 05 · 12:29:35 PM (/comments/1650418/66051193#comment_66051193)

Recommended 1 time

Wow. A sooo-prise! /s

(/user/SuznAZ)

[new]


SuznAZ (/user/SuznAZ) Apr 05 · 12:47:36 PM (/comments/1650418/66051456#comment_66051456)

Recommended 2 times

Revenge seems a primary motivation. Often thought his attacks on HRC stem from not being able
to wrangle an invitation to Chelsea’s wedding. 

(/user/onionjim)

[new]


onionjim (/user/onionjim) Apr 05 · 12:57:07 PM (/comments/1650418/66051583#comment_66051583)

Recommended 3 times

Are you saying Trump’s a mean spirited vengeful narcissistic self centered lying troglodyte
misogynist? I agree.

(/user/NonpassiveVoice)

[new]


NonpassiveVoice (/user/NonpassiveVoice) Apr 05 · 01:46:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66052269#comment_66052269)

Recommended 2 times

Yet CNN played an instrumental role in handing tRump the WH.

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghead99) NonpassiveVoice

Apr 05 · 02:51:41 PM (/comments/1650418/66053123#comment_66053123)

Recommended 2 times

I dunno. Don The Con was in free fall until Comey… My 2 cents...



(/user/David54)

[new]


David54 (/user/David54) Apr 05 · 01:47:48 PM (/comments/1650418/66052293#comment_66052293)

I’ll bet Bill O’Reilly is happy that Donald stood up to say a nice word about him.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Mrmuni12)

[new]


Mrmuni12 (/user/Mrmuni12) Apr 05 · 01:49:37 PM (/comments/1650418/66052316#comment_66052316)

Recommended 2 times

Look at the bright side. Trumpf will now change his behavior toward Assad and Putin, because they
made him look bad. 

Which brings up an important foreign policy point: The tactical  question any foreign nation needs
to ask in dealing with the US is: “How do we do whatever the fuck we want without making Trump
look even  more  incompetent?”

(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Apr 05 · 02:30:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66052869#comment_66052869)

Recommended 8 times

What creeps me out the most is Trump's frequent use of the word "disloyal".

Loyal is an odd word because it can mean faithfulness to royalty, or a movement. [Wiki -Loyalty is
devotion and faithfulness to a cause, country, group, or person.]

In any event, it feels as though Trump feels entitled to the loyalty usually afforded noblemen.

Most of us would say to a friend, " I felt betrayed, or discounted or even fucked over."

I can't remember when I used the word disloyal.

(/user/Hoghead99)

[new]


Hoghead99 (/user/Hoghead99) lastman

Apr 05 · 02:50:10 PM (/comments/1650418/66053105#comment_66053105)

Recommended 3 times

Good point. He’s all-around odd...



(/user/sharman)

[new]


sharman (/user/sharman) lastman

Apr 05 · 07:49:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66056046#comment_66056046)

Recommended 5 times

I think that’s the most chilling part of the FU note:  Not that Trump was pissed not to get
fawning reviews of his debate performance, but that he thought it was owed to him as
payback for a personal favor.  That he believes media executives owe a personal duty of
loyalty to a rich guy who (in his mind at least) did favors, than they do to the country or
their viewers or the truth.

We know that the loyalty-above-all is his guiding principle in his hires and appointments to
high public office, there’s a comforting reality.



(/user/alixpippin)

[new]


alixpippin (/user/alixpippin) Apr 05 · 03:08:52 PM (/comments/1650418/66053298#comment_66053298)

Recommended 5 times

And why didn’t CNN report on this when it happened? 

(/user/mastermind)

[new]


mastermind (/user/mastermind) Apr 05 · 03:33:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66053545#comment_66053545)

Recommended 5 times

And so it proves that this POS would go to ANY lengths, including conspiring with Putin, turning
over US Secrets, to get back at We the People because he LOST the Popular Vote. and he is still
going after Rosie O’Donnell……..  This is how the MOB did things, and the MOB funded this bigley
assholes trust fund.  Now he is a member of the Putin’s Russian MOB and Trumpler is behaving
every day in every way like Putin.
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(/user/MessagingMatters)

[new]


MessagingMatters (/user/MessagingMatters) Apr 05 · 03:37:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66053584#comment_66053584)

Recommended 7 times

The Trump/CNN relationship is fascinating. I can’t imagine he had too much problem with CNN
before it ran the “pu**y” grabbing tape last October. Until then, and afterward too, CNN was all too
happy to pile on the Hillary Clinton negative stories, including emails. As someone put it so well
several months ago, CNN suffers from a perpetual identity crisis. Perhaps its guiding principle is
sensationalism, i.e., “drama.” (http://www.mediaite.com/online/cnns-zucker-describes-networks-
pro-trump-panelists-as-characters-in-a-drama/) In that respect, it has much in common with
Trump.

(/user/OppositeLock)

[new]


OppositeLock (/user/OppositeLock) Apr 05 · 04:02:05 PM (/comments/1650418/66053856#comment_66053856)

Recommended 1 time

It’s the only look the president has.

(/user/gtghawaii)

[new]


gtghawaii (/user/gtghawaii) Apr 05 · 04:23:56 PM (/comments/1650418/66054075#comment_66054075)

Recommended 8 times

That's rich coming from the guy that brought Bill Clinton's former accusers to an actual debate. The
fact he got away with that still enrages me. Hopefully there will be a karmic reckoning.

(/user/Andrew S)

[new]


Andrew S (/user/Andrew S) gtghawaii

Apr 05 · 06:48:21 PM (/comments/1650418/66055478#comment_66055478)

Recommended 4 times

Bringing Malik Obama was bad enough.

But hey, people figured Trump would grow into the role of president!

I’m just shocked how vengeful Trump has been to people who are not even opposed to
him. First it was Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, then...



(/user/oaktownj)

[new]


oaktownj (/user/oaktownj) Apr 05 · 04:57:44 PM (/comments/1650418/66054384#comment_66054384)

Recommended 7 times

The only good look for Fake President will be from the back seat of a police car to which he has just
been perp-walked.

(/user/cybersaur)

[new]


cybersaur (/user/cybersaur) Apr 05 · 04:58:52 PM (/comments/1650418/66054399#comment_66054399)

Recommended 5 times

Some people are saying Jeff Zucker is so mad he’s thinking about having the #MAGA tattoo
removed from his lower back.

(/user/hulihuligirl)

[new]


hulihuligirl (/user/hulihuligirl) Apr 05 · 06:03:35 PM (/comments/1650418/66055065#comment_66055065)

Recommended 4 times

Trump is show everyone how unfit he is for the job of President of the United States at the expense
of everyday citizens. 

(/user/hulihuligirl)

[new]


hulihuligirl (/user/hulihuligirl) Apr 05 · 06:09:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66055130#comment_66055130)
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Recommended 6 times

Any one using the term president when referencing DJT is pushing their credibility imo.

(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mettle) Apr 05 · 06:11:48 PM (/comments/1650418/66055153#comment_66055153)

Recommended 4 times

So does that mean he thinks there was something wrong with what he said? 

(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Heavy Mettle

Apr 06 · 12:13:21 PM (/comments/1650418/66063341#comment_66063341)

Recommended 4 times

Anything said that Trump does not agree with is wrong, no matter who said it.



(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mettle) kimb1995

Apr 06 · 02:16:52 PM (/comments/1650418/66064970#comment_66064970)

Recommended 2 times

No I mean does Trump think the things he said in the pussy bgrabbing taoe are
bad? Because if he doesn't think so he wouldn't care that they were broadcast.
He's admitting there's something wrong with his behavior by threatening the
person who publicized it 



(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Heavy Mettle

Apr 06 · 03:20:53 PM (/comments/1650418/66065728#comment_66065728)

Recommended 1 time

I think that he wanted it to be broadcast.  If he had the tape broadcast
he would look like he is in charge.  Not to mention how many times did
he walk through the models dressing rooms showing his disrespect for
the models?  His pussy grabbing antics should have brought him down
during his campaign, but people still voted for him.



(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mett kimb1995

Apr 06 · 03:37:38 PM (/comments/1650418/66065906#comment_66065906)

Recommended 1 time

so it makes no sense for him to threaten the ceo of CNN

... 

(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Heavy Mettle

Apr 06 · 03:49:06 PM (/comments/1650418

/66066036#comment_66066036)

Recommended 1 time

If  the CEO of CNN felt threatened he would have filed
a legal motion stating that Trump made a “terrorist
threat” evidently the threat had no teeth and the CEO
knew this from the beginning.  
After speaking to the Station attorney he knew the
tape was able to be broadcast.  However, Trump
believes his money can buy him immunity from
prosecution.  So Trump is no threat to anyone except
someone who has falsified information.  No, the CEO
should not feel threatened at all.  He was within his
legal right.



(/user/Debbio)

[new]
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Debbio (/user/Debbio) Apr 05 · 07:05:48 PM (/comments/1650418/66055649#comment_66055649)

Recommended 8 times

The man can get nothing done because he spends all his time seeking revenge.  God help America.

(/user/Tornado Tomato)

[new]


Tornado Tomato (/user/Tornado Tomato) Apr 05 · 07:47:30 PM (/comments/1650418/66056024#comment_66056024)

Recommended 2 times

tRump= P.O.S.

(/user/kamachanda)

[new]


kamachanda (/user/kamachanda) Apr 05 · 07:55:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66056101#comment_66056101)

Recommended 8 times

So president Trump only ran for office to get vengeance because President Obama made very
appropriate jokes about him at a correspondence dinner.  Who is his target, the entire country,
democracy itself? 

What a petty lowlife.

(/user/greeneyes46)

[new]


greeneyes46 (/user/greeneyes46) Apr 05 · 08:31:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66056372#comment_66056372)

Recommended 5 times

Lysistrata Redux

Ladies, it's come time we band together and pledge NEVER to become intimate with a Republican
male. Succumbing to their passion talk, we orchestrate our own demise, where one choice and one
choice alone is our fate. There'll be no condom, no rhythm method, no vasectomy, no premature
pullout, no morning-after pill, no abortion, no rape kits, no birth control, and no abstinence ( . . .
nor orgasm).  If necessary, only forced pregnancy, through legislation and entrapment, will be
legally allowed by law.  Republican males dictate what you do with your body, girls.

The one choice permitted brings with it baby elephants, many baby elephants. Republican males
are called to populate the earth in millions of baby elephants. Should mothers come on desperate
times, there'll be no welfare, no food stamps, no social services, nor medical benefits. Instead, we'll
be forced to work, our baby elephants to be raised by televisions, and our fatherless families to
survive, impoverished, on pauper's wages, minimal-sustenance child support, with higher taxes
than their fathers pay.

But, for Republican/capitalist/conservative right-wingers, sex and sales are synonymous.
Republican men are driven to populate the earth to increase the consumer base, maximize profit,
and double their investments, no matter the human costs.  A growing population of Americans
means a larger army, and an expendable human protective barrier for the Republican elitists. In
other words, to deny Republican men sexual gratification is to weaken economic and military
effectiveness, according to the conservative male mind-set.

Instead, a wiser solution, women -- mandated Republican castration.  After all, it’s well deserved.
 It’s easy.  It’s permanent.  It’s justified.  And, it eliminates gene-pool pollution.  What better choice?
 Sterilize and emasculate the suckers at the same time!  

So, ladies, it’s come time we band together and pledge NEVER to become intimate with a
Republican male.

--Carol Green

(/user/DougLima)

[new]


DougLima (/user/DougLima) greeneyes46

Apr 06 · 12:03:29 PM (/comments/1650418/66063202#comment_66063202)

Recommended 3 times

BRAVISSIMA!!!! Best post ever.



(/user/greeneyes46)

[new]


greeneyes46 (/user/greeneyes46) DougLima

Apr 06 · 06:41:00 PM (/comments/1650418/66067797#comment_66067797)

Recommended 0 times

Thank you for your kind words.  I’m motivated.



[new]
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(/user/kimb1995) kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) greeneyes46

Apr 06 · 12:11:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66063317#comment_66063317)

Recommended 3 times

Carol,

I can believe all that you say, but we are going back to the “stone age” while Trump is in
office.  It will take a long time to recover from his male dominated beliefs.  How his wife
can live with such abuse is beyond me.  Now we will see women die from illegal abortions
that went wrong using coat hangers to kill an unborn child, or much worse.  Want-a-be
doctors will perform illegal abortions charging for their unlicensed surgeries.  I have
always said the “cast system” is alive and well.  Look out ladies rape will soon be legal
when the man is being aggressive.



(/user/greeneyes46)

[new]


greeneyes46 (/user/greeneyes46) kimb1995

Apr 06 · 06:37:57 PM (/comments/1650418/66067764#comment_66067764)

Recommended 0 times

Now, with a new Right-wing SCOTUS justice, things do not look good for women.
 Women MUST be free to choose what happens to their own bodies.  If Roe vs.
Wade is reversed, women will show their power and anger.  It will be civil war.
 I’m ANGRY, and this will stir the anger in the US like never before.  If you ask me,
it is the Republican male who is responsible.  So be it!



(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) greeneyes46

Apr 07 · 08:41:24 AM (/comments/1650418/66073284#comment_66073284)

Recommended 0 times

Women have the right when it comes to her own body, if Roe v Wade is
repealed then women will have to find other ways to accomplish her
goals.  I really hope that when/if this happens those in the rallys and
other events will THINK and PLAN before making any moves towards
reversing the outcome (I hope I said this correctly).  



(/user/Dumbo)

[new]


Dumbo (/user/Dumbo) Apr 06 · 01:13:32 AM (/comments/1650418/66057530#comment_66057530)

Recommended 5 times

Just remember, I always seem to find a way to get even. Best wishes, Donald J.
Trump.”

I bet he puts that on his Christmas cards, too.

(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Dumbo

Apr 06 · 12:06:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66063252#comment_66063252)

Recommended 2 times

probably, if he does not charge for his christmas cards to be received. LOL



(/user/lelboy)

[new]


lelboy (/user/lelboy) Dumbo Apr 06 · 12:27:07 PM (/comments/1650418/66063527#comment_66063527)

Recommended 3 times

I hope that those who voted for this oaf realise, in time, that he’ll stiff them the way he has
stiffed others — all the way through his life!



(/user/Carlsson)

[new]


Carlsson (/user/Carlsson) Apr 06 · 05:22:29 AM (/comments/1650418/66058182#comment_66058182)

Recommended 4 times

And this is the thanks that CNN gets from Trump after all the effort they made to get him elected . .
.
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(/user/bluesapphire48)

[new]


bluesapphire48 (/user/bluesapphire48) Carlsson

Apr 06 · 12:30:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66063573#comment_66063573)

Recommended 4 times

From what I’ve read, this is not the first time he’s turned on people who’ve helped him,
and it will not be the last.  He’s totally failed the people who voted for him.  Maybe they
will learn their lesson, not to vote for a proven misogynist.



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) bluesapphire48

Apr 06 · 01:22:08 PM (/comments/1650418/66064280#comment_66064280)

Recommended 2 times

Masses never learn. Instead they take their masters voice and blame everyone
else but themselves.



(/user/glesslib)

[new]


glesslib (/user/glesslib) Apr 06 · 06:14:50 AM (/comments/1650418/66058454#comment_66058454)

Recommended 4 times

Jeff Zucker is just a smarter version of Trump. He also has no core convictions or beliefs, other than
his belief in the almighty buck. He is one of the main enablers of a Trump presidency. I especially
blame hiim because he had known Trump well during his time at NBC. He knew Trump was a
shallow clown who would be a disaster if he won. Yet, he gave him so much free exposure that he
helped in the win. He's disgusting.

(/user/markdartj)

[new]


markdartj (/user/markdartj) Apr 06 · 09:30:10 AM (/comments/1650418/66060831#comment_66060831)

Recommended 3 times

By saying “not a good look for the (not my) president of the United States, one has to assume he
has a “good” look.  Haven’t seen one yet…...

(/user/Dakotahgeo)

[new]


Dakotahgeo (/user/Dakotahgeo) Apr 06 · 09:56:53 AM (/comments/1650418/66061221#comment_66061221)

Recommended 5 times

This mentally retarded orange anus is no President! He’s an embarrassment to the good people of
the USA and gleefully cast off by the global community as a fraud and uneducated baboon… and
these are his GOOD qualities!

(/user/The Gabber)

[new]


The Gabber (/user/The Gabber) Apr 06 · 11:23:35 AM (/comments/1650418/66062589#comment_66062589)

Recommended 5 times

Nasty is as nasty tweets.

(/user/openheart)

[new]


openheart (/user/openheart) Apr 06 · 11:29:03 AM (/comments/1650418/66062678#comment_66062678)

Recommended 7 times

How old is this man child? He has never learned how to forgive and forget and certainly hasn't the
maturity or the integrity to hold the office of the president!!

(/user/Retromingian)

[new]


Retromingian (/user/Retromingian) Apr 06 · 11:33:13 AM (/comments/1650418/66062740#comment_66062740)

Recommended 5 times

News Flash: Trump is a petty, lowbrow creep who happened to be born rich.

(/user/DJTexit)

[new]


DJTexit (/user/DJTexit) Retromingian

Apr 06 · 11:41:24 AM (/comments/1650418/66062868#comment_66062868)
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Recommended 3 times

Your giving him to much credit...he’s a POS

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra2015) Retromingian

Apr 06 · 04:15:28 PM (/comments/1650418/66066334#comment_66066334)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah the classic  dumbo who is born on third base, and  believes he hit a triple!



(/user/kipper2)

[new]


kipper2 (/user/kipper2) Apr 06 · 11:36:19 AM (/comments/1650418/66062784#comment_66062784)

Recommended 6 times

the republicans (aka neonazis) have finally put the last dagger into the constitution — read john
mccain’s comments

(/user/VCRAGAIN)

[new]


VCRAGAIN (/user/VCRAGAIN) Apr 06 · 11:47:41 AM (/comments/1650418/66062977#comment_66062977)

Recommended 6 times

He is pitiful & brainless — thinks that the way he has been operating all thru his life is the way
everybody else does. He has no clue of any other way to view the world. What a stupid moron !!

(/user/mlee)

[new]


mlee (/user/mlee) Apr 06 · 11:47:52 AM (/comments/1650418/66062978#comment_66062978)

Recommended 3 times

Have no sympathy for CNN.  They actively gave hundred of hours of free time to Trump during the
election and to CNN it was all about the Benjamins.  They also hired paid commentators from the
Trump campaign.  CNN please a HUGE role in putting Trump in office.  They will NEVER admit it as
they are interested only in money, not necessarily in the public interest.  

(/user/loueebee)

[new]


loueebee (/user/loueebee) Apr 06 · 11:48:25 AM (/comments/1650418/66062993#comment_66062993)

Recommended 6 times

Sexual predator confessing→handcuffs! Presidents aren’t above the law & he wasn’t even president
when he taped his confession!!! He’s already shamed us all by his vengeful idiocy, what are you
waiting for,…prosecute him!!!

(/user/liberalissima)

[new]


liberalissima (/user/liberalissima) Apr 06 · 11:51:01 AM (/comments/1650418/66063033#comment_66063033)

Recommended 5 times

Trump should learn a little bit of dignity from Obama; after so many insults, he kept his cool

and composure.  You are born with Class; that doesn’t buy Orit is order by mail.

(/user/Saverio Azzara)

[new]


Saverio Azzara (/user/Saverio Azzara) Apr 06 · 11:54:30 AM (/comments/1650418/66063079#comment_66063079)

Recommended 6 times

Donald Trump doesn’t know a Presidents duties to His country, He is all into Donald Trump.

(/user/gene cetrone)

[new]


gene cetrone (/user/gene cetrone) Apr 06 · 11:56:08 AM (/comments/1650418/66063098#comment_66063098)

Recommended 2 times

Comrade Trumpski is as evil as Vladymir Putin.  
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(/user/catlover4)

[new]


catlover4 (/user/catlover4) Apr 06 · 11:57:52 AM (/comments/1650418/66063127#comment_66063127)

Recommended 1 time

Please look  up Brand New  Congress.org. The only  hope for  our  democracy!

(/user/Editrix2)

[new]


Editrix2 (/user/Editrix2) Apr 06 · 11:58:09 AM (/comments/1650418/66063129#comment_66063129)

Recommended 2 times

His note to Jeff Zucker through his spokesperson Hope Hicks, is a page from the Roy Cohn book,
which he learned quite well.  Everything he does against an individual, like Hillary Clinton or Pres.
Obama is based on trying to exact revenge because he cannot stand to see anyone beat him.  He
may have won the Electoral College vote but Mrs. Clinton beat him in the popular vote by three
million votes.  He has decided to try to smear and blame his predecessor because Pres. Obama
told quite a few truths about him at the 2011 WHC dinner.  He is a vile common little vulgarian and
it will take a long time for me to forgive the rubes in Michigan, Pennsylvania and Ohio who gave
him the Oval Office.

(/user/Guernseyman)

[new]


Guernseyman (/user/Guernseyman) Apr 06 · 11:58:46 AM (/comments/1650418/66063137#comment_66063137)

Recommended 3 times

I hope the U.S. never, ever elects a person like Trump again.

(/user/BrucePK)

[new]


BrucePK (/user/BrucePK) Guernseyman

Apr 06 · 12:05:48 PM (/comments/1650418/66063241#comment_66063241)

Recommended 4 times

Trump is so stupid and unaware that you can be almost positive that when, not if, we do
elect another dictatorial a-hole that he will be smarter than Trump and have learned from
Trump’s failure what not to do.  This country is on the edge and we better get our “stuff”
together.



(/user/HotHal)

[new]


HotHal (/user/HotHal) Apr 06 · 11:59:29 AM (/comments/1650418/66063145#comment_66063145)

Recommended 1 time

As my friend Steve says in jest: 

Fuck you.

Strong letter to follow.

(THAT’S funny)

(/user/TJRB)

[new]


TJRB (/user/TJRB) Apr 06 · 12:01:15 PM (/comments/1650418/66063165#comment_66063165)

Recommended 4 times

Hitler had the same traits as Trump, a class act, Hilter blamed the military officers, then the
military, then the German people, “the German people deserve to die': Hitler ranted on how he was
deceived by 'everyone' during his last days in Berlin bunker”. Less don't dive into the Jews being
blamed. 

Trump’s motto seems to be “it's not enough I win, everyone else must lost”.. and when winning
fails… well....People its coming  and everyone will be the total American people less his family will
pay...

Trump the Blamer.

(/user/bluesapphire48)

[new]


bluesapphire48 (/user/bluesapphire48) Apr 06 · 12:01:28 PM (/comments/1650418/66063170#comment_66063170)

What a horrible, vicious, spoiled brat Trump is!  No wonder he has to grab women: that’s the only
way he could get to touch any decent, self-respecting female.  His mind operates at the level of a
third-grade bully.  Watch out, America!  This man only wants the Oval Office to make money off
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Recommended 3 times

you, and settle personal scores!  He cares not one damn for the people of this country.

(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Apr 06 · 12:01:29 PM (/comments/1650418/66063171#comment_66063171)

Recommended 4 times

Sounds like a spoiled rich kid.  LOL!  Trump has always done what he wanted when he wanted and
with his money he thinks he is able to do what he wants to do without any repercussions.  He
should be put in jail for “lewd and lascivious acts to women without their specific consent.”

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra2015) kimb1995

Apr 06 · 04:17:58 PM (/comments/1650418/66066361#comment_66066361)

Recommended 1 time

Well, remember his idea of  ‘art’ is gold-plating the toilet!



(/user/kimb1995)

[new]


kimb1995 (/user/kimb1995) Cassandra2015

Apr 07 · 08:44:47 AM (/comments/1650418/66073336#comment_66073336)

Recommended 0 times

I know, Trump is a child playing because he has the money to do so.  I worry
about the repercussions of his actions, they might bring on a ton of
complications problems.



(/user/ijbtheterrible)

[new]


ijbtheterrible (/user/ijbtheterrible) Apr 06 · 12:03:34 PM (/comments/1650418/66063206#comment_66063206)

Recommended 4 times

emperor trump is just a baby in man’s body. He must be mentally ill so I guess that is his excuse for
his childish actions and refusal to take responsibility for all the problems he created 

(/user/Diacro)

[new]


Diacro (/user/Diacro) Apr 06 · 12:04:14 PM (/comments/1650418/66063220#comment_66063220)

Recommended 3 times

    The billionaire THUG was second in the election with just 42% of the vote.  He sure has done
some smart move’s like having Mitch McConnel’s wife in his Administration. Favor done and favor
returned.

(/user/BrucePK)

[new]


BrucePK (/user/BrucePK) Apr 06 · 12:04:25 PM (/comments/1650418/66063223#comment_66063223)

Recommended 5 times

This is the personality configuration of a tyrannical dictator who is in the President and feels caged
by the restraints of democracy … we should all be angry and concerned that there is nothing we
can do in this situation — there is no Constitutional recourse to a man who would be dictator in
the Oval Office … that is a severe deficiency of our government.

(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) Apr 06 · 12:07:47 PM (/comments/1650418/66063267#comment_66063267)

Recommended 1 time

Cheeto Jesus Must Eat Shit And Die!!!!!

(/user/dslinds)

[new]


dslinds (/user/dslinds) Apr 06 · 12:07:53 PM (/comments/1650418/66063269#comment_66063269)

Why does CNN hire so many Drumpf supporters?

To crawl back into Drumpf's "good" favors?
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/john972)

[new]


john972 (/user/john972) Apr 06 · 12:09:47 PM (/comments/1650418/66063287#comment_66063287)

Recommended 3 times

 So I guess loyalty is much more important than the truth. Much like “loyal Rethugs” in those
states, which gave him their unmitigated support, even though he had lost the popular vote by
almost 3 million votes and was totally unqualified to be a leader.

Especially with the disastrous way he campaigned, where everything out of his mouth was a lie,
where he promoted lies about the other candidate and even collaborated, with a foreign
government, to get elected.

Let’s stick with him, no matter what, because, after all, with his total ignorance, he will be our
puppet, and our best way to quickly get our way, with what we want to accomplish, in the
government.

Now we can take as much away from our constituents, as we want, which those damn
Democrats & Obama had given them, without any help from us. We don’t give a damn what
our legacy will be, we have to prove how much greater we are than President Obama and
destroy as much of his Legacy as possible.

Our Legacy will be known to our children as “THE GREAT DESTROYERS” of those unimportant
constituents in favor of the much more important wealthy citizens, even though it is the those
unimportant constituents whom make it possible for the most important wealthy, to
actually have the wealth they have cheated so many people out of!

(/user/southportjl)

[new]


southportjl (/user/southportjl) Apr 06 · 12:12:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66063328#comment_66063328)

Recommended 4 times

It shows you how small of a man Trump really is. He did not stand up[ when it was time to serve
during the Viet Nam War and has numerous incidents where he stiffed people that actually
completed a contract for him and the workers suffered. This man has no class nor any scruples
and we know he treats women like $%#$.  

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) southportjl

Apr 06 · 01:16:29 PM (/comments/1650418/66064181#comment_66064181)

Recommended 1 time

Yet enough people believed his snake oil sales pitches and voted for him. Not that Hillary
was a great candidate but she was still much better than the apprentice.



(/user/JustFixIt)

[new]


JustFixIt (/user/JustFixIt) Apr 06 · 12:18:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66063419#comment_66063419)

Recommended 3 times

A despicable individual DJT is, and who will never be my president. 

(/user/lelboy)

[new]


lelboy (/user/lelboy) Apr 06 · 12:21:01 PM (/comments/1650418/66063450#comment_66063450)

Recommended 3 times

I wonder how many of those good ole boys who voted, along with the extremely gullible, for this
narcissistic/misogynistic/socially inept and politically barren fool are beginning to regret it? The rest
of the civilised world wonders how many people could be taken in by this scheming jackass.

(/user/Jackie Larson)

[new]


Jackie Larson (/user/Jackie Larson) Apr 06 · 12:27:31 PM (/comments/1650418/66063529#comment_66063529)

Recommended 3 times

Very presidential.  Aren’t we proud Americans to have this vile man living in the people’s house at
our expense?

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]
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Apr 06 · 01:14:17 PM (/comments/1650418/66064146#comment_66064146)

Recommended 1 time

May be should not live in the WH but stay in Mar-a-Lago permanently and do nothing but
play golf. That would prevent  him from doing more damage.

(/user/Barbara Ritchie)

[new]


Barbara Ritchie (/user/Barbara Ritchie) Apr 06 · 12:35:10 PM (/comments/1650418/66063639#comment_66063639)

Recommended 4 times

What ELSE does one expect from a POS like Trump????

(/user/rosie12day)

[new]


rosie12day (/user/rosie12day) Apr 06 · 12:39:23 PM (/comments/1650418/66063685#comment_66063685)

Recommended 3 times

For Zucker, the thick-skinned TV executive and newsman, it was just business. For Trump, the
thin-skinned TV star and now approval-craving politician, it was tactical but also personal: He
believed that he had gotten Zucker his job at CNN and that the network’s increasingly aggressive
coverage of him was an act of betrayal.

Thin skinned tRump is an awesome understatement. The phrase fits tRumps perfectly. He is not fit
for office and everyone knows it. He has made the USA a laughing stock worldwide all because of
his ego.

(/user/longwalkertj)

[new]


longwalkertj (/user/longwalkertj) Apr 06 · 12:39:47 PM (/comments/1650418/66063690#comment_66063690)

Recommended 2 times

We hope that he LEARNED HIS LESSON, and learned it well, TO STOP HANGING around in LOCKER
ROOMS…..he is SO OUT of SHAPE, it does MAKE ONE WONDER .

(/user/emfea123)

[new]


emfea123 (/user/emfea123) Apr 06 · 12:42:43 PM (/comments/1650418/66063742#comment_66063742)

Recommended 1 time

I do not know if you notice but He has some traits of a disadvantage challenge special needs
person.

Reactions……………...

(/user/Namav4)

[new]


Namav4 (/user/Namav4) Apr 06 · 12:43:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66063747#comment_66063747)

Recommended 3 times

OK, now that we have him in a position where he has absolutley no skills, how do we get rid of him,
the sooner the better?

(/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

[new]


ProudAmericanLiberal (/user/ProudAmericanLiberal)

Apr 06 · 12:58:46 PM (/comments/1650418/66063946#comment_66063946)

Recommended 1 time

Not a good look for the US of A, either.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) Apr 06 · 01:11:06 PM (/comments/1650418/66064105#comment_66064105)

Recommended 2 times

Trump is a moron and he only adds to that view with each statement he makes. He really is unfit to
president. McConnel just saved his sinister candidate for the SCOTUS. Both need to be fired as
soon as possible. They are poison for the already weak political system of the US.

[new]
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(/user/HOSEJOCKEY) HOSEJOCKEY (/user/HOSEJOCKEY) Apr 06 · 01:12:41 PM (/comments/1650418/66064125#comment_66064125)

Recommended 2 times

YOU KNOW NOW the story about Bill O and his sexual attacks/advances on women? WELL
AMERICAN COMPANIES are now punishing Faux News by pulling their ads from them. JUST
think, millions upon millions of DOLLARS being pulled.

 WELL now since AMERICA is going ballistic on Faux News maybe it is time for the very same
AMERICA to go ultra ballistic on this terrible, terrible person some call as mr. president.

OOPS, I forgot, FAUX NEWS is now under investigation for hiding their payments to sexually
abused women. MAYBE NOW donald j trump will be investigated for what he said on the
BUS?

(/user/Barbysu)

[new]


Barbysu (/user/Barbysu) Apr 06 · 01:13:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66064135#comment_66064135)

Recommended 2 times

The more I read about Trump the more I am astonished that he ever made it to the White House. 
This man is so mean and hurtful, downright cruel.  As Trump would say, SAD!

(/user/Bear on a bike)

[new]


Bear on a bike (/user/Bear on a bike) Apr 06 · 01:17:58 PM (/comments/1650418/66064210#comment_66064210)

Recommended 2 times

How this petulant, spoiled brat ever got elected, I will never understand. You can tell me about fake
news, and Russian interference all day. Still, I just don't get it.

(/user/Karodann)

[new]


Karodann (/user/Karodann) Apr 06 · 01:23:02 PM (/comments/1650418/66064295#comment_66064295)

Recommended 2 times

GET THIS JERK OUT OF THE WHITE HOUSE BEFORE WE ARE ALL BLOWN TO BITS

(/user/ffrobinson8)

[new]


ffrobinson8 (/user/ffrobinson8) Apr 06 · 01:27:04 PM (/comments/1650418/66064350#comment_66064350)

Recommended 1 time

Such presidential language! Such a diplomatic stance!

(/user/Cassandra2015)

[new]


Cassandra2015 (/user/Cassandra2015) ffrobinson8

Apr 06 · 04:21:42 PM (/comments/1650418/66066411#comment_66066411)

Recommended 1 time

He always sounds like he s stoned  on coke!



(/user/Trshmare)

[new]


Trshmare (/user/Trshmare) Apr 06 · 01:44:19 PM (/comments/1650418/66064583#comment_66064583)

Recommended 1 time

What is a good look for the so-called president?

(/user/metonomy)

[new]


metonomy (/user/metonomy) Apr 06 · 01:47:19 PM (/comments/1650418/66064612#comment_66064612)

Recommended 1 time

Better tweeting than twatting.

(/user/JD357)

[new]


JD357 (/user/JD357) Apr 06 · 01:48:03 PM (/comments/1650418/66064626#comment_66064626)
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Recommended 1 time

The GOP won’t care. Trump supporters won’t care. Trump could go on television and publicly
announce “I am going to use my new political influence to destroy the lives of every person who
has ever pissed me off regardless of whether they deserve it or not.” and his supporters would
probably give him a standing ovation.

(/user/GreyFox63)

[new]


GreyFox63 (/user/GreyFox63) Apr 06 · 02:07:21 PM (/comments/1650418/66064858#comment_66064858)

Recommended 2 times

Donald Trump = Delusional, Narcissistic, Sociopath. It answers all questions.

If there is anything that it doesn’t cover, that is covered by GOP = Lying, Hypocritical, Sack of Shit.

(/user/lizzijit)

[new]


lizzijit (/user/lizzijit) GreyFox63 Apr 07 · 06:21:53 AM (/comments/1650418/66071630#comment_66071630)

Recommended 0 times

you are correct now how do we get rid of him surely he hasn’t followed the laws, no blind
trust, no tax returns, he hasn’t paid any, nepotism, putting his off spring in charge doesn’t
cut it, he is taking care of his personal interest while playing at president, he must think
we are all of his mentality. Even the republicans should see this, the congress, senate why
don’t they do their jobs they were voted in to do?



(/user/LadyStaray)

[new]


LadyStaray (/user/LadyStaray) Apr 06 · 02:48:18 PM (/comments/1650418/66065334#comment_66065334)

Recommended 2 times

There isn’t a single thing that Trump does that is presidential.  He is tearing this country down and
the world is losing respect for our great nation.  It will take us decades to recover once he is
impeached.  We still have to deal with Pence who has a little respect for women in general as noted
by his choosing to vote to take away funding for women’s healthcare.  Women who deserve the
respect and healthcare that supports them.  

(/user/moonlover66)

[new]


moonlover66 (/user/moonlover66) Apr 06 · 03:11:12 PM (/comments/1650418/66065609#comment_66065609)

Recommended 1 time

Petulant 3rd-grade level jerk. Bully. Every time I hear the words ”Donald Trump, POTUS,” it’s all I
can do to quell the bile rising in my throat.

(/user/TXChick)

[new]


TXChick (/user/TXChick) Apr 06 · 03:14:21 PM (/comments/1650418/66065648#comment_66065648)

Recommended 2 times

Michelle Obama once said, ‘When they go low, we go high’. Apparently tRUMP’s motto is, “If I get
hit, I sever the jugular.”  Sounds more like a radical terrorist than an American Christian.

(/user/Blatantone)

[new]


Blatantone (/user/Blatantone) Apr 06 · 03:15:35 PM (/comments/1650418/66065664#comment_66065664)

Recommended 2 times

Trump is shallower than a layer of Saran Wrap. And just as transparent.
The plastic wrap President. Yeah.

(/user/hannibal14)

[new]


hannibal14 (/user/hannibal14) Apr 06 · 03:17:08 PM (/comments/1650418/66065689#comment_66065689)

You must recognize that Trump’s responses are like that of a one celled piece of protoplasm, like a
paramecium. He responds to stimuli. Similarly, as a one celled animal has no brain to speak of or
write of, the responses are simply automatically repulsive.

Now comes the scary part. He is “our” president. His reactions too date since he began his ascent
on the remains of his competitors to become president has been simply reactive. His speeches are
repetitive, nonsensical at times, disorganized at times and generally narcissist in nature.
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Recommended 2 times

Imagine what would happen if he had to react to a major catastrophe which required a very 
definitive military response with very careful and very strong articulation. Is this not scary?

What would a paramecium do? How would it react.?  Well 47% of the voting American public never
gave that any thought and 100% of the greedy and the Republicans who seem to disregard and
perhaps hate the 53% of the American people who did not vote for Trump are so entrenched to
bring us back to the dark ages that they do not care and probably have not thought about any
possible ramifications for all their hatred and 7 years of obstruction politics they have played.

The sky is fallnig, this time it may be for real!

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Apr 06 · 03:39:46 PM (/comments/1650418/66065933#comment_66065933)

Recommended 2 times

If you look up incompetence in the dictionary, the picture there is that of  the Orange Menace. And
he now has Senate enabling him. How nice! But...what do you do when you’ve extracted your
(pitiful) vengeance against those you feel have wronged you? But I suspect he hasn’t thought that
far ahead, even if his enablers have.

(/user/davidawood53)

[new]


davidawood53 (/user/davidawood53) Apr 06 · 03:50:32 PM (/comments/1650418/66066060#comment_66066060)

Recommended 2 times

Somebody should grab him by the P*ssy!

(/user/lindy67)

[new]


lindy67 (/user/lindy67) Apr 06 · 03:50:36 PM (/comments/1650418/66066061#comment_66066061)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah, like Zucker’s really worried about those threats from the soon-to-be ex-POTUS.  Maybe,
Zucker will visit rumpty dumpty in prison or some funny farm, wherever he ends up.

(/user/lizzijit)

[new]


lizzijit (/user/lizzijit) lindy67 Apr 07 · 05:57:00 AM (/comments/1650418/66071425#comment_66071425)

Recommended 0 times

thank you Lindy I hope and pray your thoughts come true, what a happy day that will be.
Pence is no prince, as he is a very narrow minded and a bigot but he is not an idiot and he
is moral.  Trump doesn’t know what they are “Morals” he has none



(/user/Liberally Democratic )

[new]


Liberally Democratic (/user/Liberally Democratic )

Apr 06 · 03:50:50 PM (/comments/1650418/66066065#comment_66066065)

Recommended 2 times

The true disturbing mentality of a small and very spoiled child, who grew to be no more than a
small and petty child. We are all in peril. And now this same unstable child is looking for a reason to
distract us from his Russian intrigues and convoluted business crookery by possibly involving our
country in what will likely be a disastrous military misadventure, which he previously railed against
when President Obama was drawing lines in Syria.

The ugly and totally repugnant Syrian civil war is complex in the extreme and a product of total
inhuman insanity at its very best. Children, and women and men have been dying there since the
civil war started. And now, the latest in a running show of crimes against humanity, tuhRump
decides it has upset him enough to intervene.  Another convenient diversion that will no doubt
ignite so many more international problems for us than tuhRump could ever grasp.

You just can’t fix Stupid.    

(/user/wethepeopleoftheworld)

[new]


wethepeopleoftheworld (/user/wethepeopleoftheworld)

Apr 06 · 05:12:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66066889#comment_66066889)

Recommended 0 times

In today’s episode of “KEEPING UP WITH THE TRUMPDASHIANS” we get another peek into the
TWISTED MIND of LITTLE DONALDNOKIO.  SAD VERY SAD a lot of people say it not just me, SAD
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(/user/Gary Owen)

[new]


Gary Owen (/user/Gary Owen) Apr 06 · 05:16:52 PM (/comments/1650418/66066928#comment_66066928)

Recommended 0 times

Since he was a very rich brat he could always get away with his petulance, he can never begin to
understand how to be civil because he never had to be.  He is out for personal revenge, and like
Richard Nixon he has an “Enemies  List” in his inside pocket.  That attitude will ignite a World War.

(/user/hamdu1)

[new]


hamdu1 (/user/hamdu1) Apr 06 · 05:32:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66067081#comment_66067081)

Recommended 0 times

This man is so pathetic.  He is the grand symbol of the final word of patriarchy, to me.  He is what
we get when we allow inadequate men to pump themselves up on the bodies and lives of women
and workers (and I mean women and workers of all genders) and establish surrogate forms of
power to replace the natural power of generacy.  GENeracy, being the ability to generate, the
capacity to create, the natural human activity of gestating and developing humans, society, and
wealth, including commonwealth.  Men who do not have this but who want to bully others into
giving them the products of their own generacy become the trumps who have brought us all so
low.  This one most of all.  How horribly appropriate but OMG, why can’t we stop it?  

(/user/JB Holt)

[new]


JB Holt (/user/JB Holt) Apr 06 · 05:53:57 PM (/comments/1650418/66067289#comment_66067289)

Recommended 0 times

FakePrez will never be more than a 10 y.o. playground bully with grownup toys. Such as the nuclear
codes. Now he has to deal with another brat just like himself who is, also, playing with grownup
toys that happen to have nuclear capabilities. The two of them will probably try to "out brat" the
other at civilization's and world peace's loss. FakePrez is too use to being able to squash any slights
he imagines without consequences. Afraid he will be up late one night playing 'eeney meeny' with
the nuclear buttons instead of tweeting. Seen poll to take away his twitter account. Why? Just
another noose to let him hang himself and entertain the whole world. Can you imagine the lather
the corrupt GOP would be in if Hillary would have said 1/2 as much as our current regime leader.
And he IS in the oval office. As we all know, the rules only apply to the Dems. Every word a Dem
said became a nat'l security risk and warranted 30 hearings regardless if no risk was ever
discovered nor no law broken. Now karma abounds and there aren't enough of them to cover up
their own pile of sh*t. Every time they open their mouths its like they take another dump. Thank
you Lord for your many blessings.

(/user/libre)

[new]


libre (/user/libre) Apr 06 · 06:05:54 PM (/comments/1650418/66067414#comment_66067414)

Recommended 1 time

America is in great danger with this incompetent fool as president!

(/user/lizzijit)

[new]


lizzijit (/user/lizzijit) libre Apr 07 · 06:01:37 AM (/comments/1650418/66071456#comment_66071456)

Recommended 0 times

you are so right maybe we should all contact our congressmen (and Congresswoman}
senators,  we have some good minds here there has to be an answer America deserves
better.



(/user/phowarddilling)

[new]


phowarddilling (/user/phowarddilling) Apr 06 · 06:44:56 PM (/comments/1650418/66067849#comment_66067849)

Recommended 1 time

"I'll show them all." Yeah, we've been shown and it ain't pretty.

(/user/anyonecanplay)

[new]


anyonecanplay (/user/anyonecanplay) Apr 06 · 06:52:41 PM (/comments/1650418/66067982#comment_66067982)

Recommended 0 times

News just breaking, Putin has given the pussy grabber permission to expend 50 cruise missiles to
hit an inconsequential airbase in Syria to help distract from the Russia campaign investigations.

[new]
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(/user/Micknmina) Micknmina (/user/Micknmina) Apr 06 · 07:12:44 PM (/comments/1650418/66068284#comment_66068284)

Recommended 0 times

Trump is a compete dick. And now, just now on the news: that low impulse Bonehead just bombed
Syria. That’s an overt act of war...what has he done? 

(/user/Patricia Cockrell)

[new]


Patricia Cockrell (/user/Patricia Cockrell) Apr 06 · 07:20:23 PM (/comments/1650418/66068399#comment_66068399)

Recommended 0 times

He is such a brat.  A privileged infant slinging his food across the room.  Seriously.  He stole this
election by using his Russian allies to tamper with the media and then took his revenge by
laughingly claiming over and over that he won by a landslide!!!  He’s mentally unfit for the job.  For
sure.  If I could figure out how to do it, I’d like to ambush Trump on the golf course, yank his pants
down and whip him with switches right over my knee.  I hope he doesn’t have cooties.

(/user/independant76)

[new]


independant76 (/user/independant76) Patricia Cockrell

Apr 06 · 09:20:35 PM (/comments/1650418/66069748#comment_66069748)

Recommended 0 times

He’s not just mentally unfit for POTUS, I wouldn’t let him be mayor of my town, he’s got
more than one screw loose. 



(/user/patsyb)

[new]


patsyb (/user/patsyb) Apr 06 · 08:24:49 PM (/comments/1650418/66069290#comment_66069290)

Recommended 0 times

I always heard, nobody gets ahead by ggetting even. 

(/user/Keeping them honest)

[new]


Keeping them honest (/user/Keeping them honest)

Apr 06 · 09:09:45 PM (/comments/1650418/66069683#comment_66069683)

Recommended 0 times

A spoiled brat seeking juvenile payback now as just a repulsive old man.

(/user/independant76)

[new]


independant76 (/user/independant76) Apr 06 · 09:17:02 PM (/comments/1650418/66069729#comment_66069729)

Recommended 0 times

So the Trumpster-fire “president” proves again his delusional qualities are as strong as his evil
qualities.  More reasons everyday to impeach this petty, tiny-handed, vindictive, sociopathic
con-man. 

(/user/NolaMickie)

[new]


NolaMickie (/user/NolaMickie) Apr 06 · 09:23:04 PM (/comments/1650418/66069769#comment_66069769)

Recommended 0 times

So, Dump decided to uck-fay the country because a smart, effective and well liked [BLACK ]
president made fun of him at a press dinner....

Is this clown three damn years old....That's crazy.

(/user/lizzijit)

[new]


lizzijit (/user/lizzijit) NolaMickie

Apr 07 · 05:39:34 AM (/comments/1650418/66071349#comment_66071349)

Recommended 0 times

No I think he just turned 4, good assessment though, I have no love for Pence, as he is a
bigot & prejudice not qualities for Leader  but he isn’t an idiot, nor childlike and he has
morals, none of those qualities Trump would know anything about 



[new]
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(/user/Austingal)
Austingal (/user/Austingal) NolaMickie

Apr 07 · 06:12:33 PM (/comments/1650418/66080302#comment_66080302)

Recommended 0 times

Is little Donnie [now the “so-called president”] so clueless that he doesn’t know that’s the
kind of thing that always goes on at the press dinner? BTW, I’m sure he’s said much worse
things himself on plenty of occasions & then complained if the subject took offense
instead of laughing it off like a grown-up.

Maybe it’s a Republican thing: remember when Newt Gingrich was so miffed when the
Secret Service made him use the designated exit from Air Force One that he forced a
government shutdown over the Christmas holidays that year? 

(I wouldn’t have made the connection between those two events if Newt himself hadn’t
boasted about it!)



(/user/Patricia Cockrell)

[new]


Patricia Cockrell (/user/Patricia Cockrell) Apr 06 · 09:28:13 PM (/comments/1650418/66069811#comment_66069811)

Recommended 0 times

What’s the proper government authority to contact for information on what our country can do
when we discover our president is mentally and emotionally incompetent?

(/user/Austingal)

[new]


Austingal (/user/Austingal) Patricia Cockrell

Apr 07 · 06:31:03 PM (/comments/1650418/66080436#comment_66080436)

Recommended 0 times

Sections 3 & 4 of the 25th Amendment deal with Presidential Disability, but it looks like
nothing can be done as long as both houses of Congress are in the hands of Trumpistas &
their allies. It would take something really outrageous (e.g. dancing naked around the
Rose Garden claiming to be the Easter Bunny) before they’d agree to take action—and
even then, Pence would take over as Acting President.



(/user/Patricia Cockrell)

[new]


Patricia Cockrell (/user/Patricia Cockrell) Austingal

Apr 08 · 02:46:33 PM (/comments/1650418/66087481#comment_66087481)

Recommended 0 times

I don’t agree there’s nothing that can be done.  If it’s proven that Trump colluded
with the Russians the entire presidential election results should be overturned as
fruits of the poisonous tree.



(/user/Austingal)

[new]


Austingal (/user/Austingal) Patricia Cockrell

Apr 08 · 03:23:34 PM (/comments/1650418/66087726#comment_66087726)

Recommended 0 times

Of course it should be. I just said that “can be” is a different
matter—and realistically I don’t see it happening anytime soon. Which is
another reason why the 2018 election is vital.



(/user/ant0n)

[new]


ant0n (/user/ant0n) Apr 06 · 09:42:01 PM (/comments/1650418/66069904#comment_66069904)

Recommended 0 times

Lock.

Him.

Up.

(/user/DFKinch)

[new]


DFKinch (/user/DFKinch) Apr 06 · 10:34:18 PM (/comments/1650418/66070194#comment_66070194)

Recommended 0 times

He seems to always follow his threat with "best wishes” or something along those lines.
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(/user/lizzijit)
[new]


lizzijit (/user/lizzijit) Apr 07 · 05:29:51 AM (/comments/1650418/66071293#comment_66071293)

Recommended 0 times

What does anyone expect this is Trump we are talking about, spoiled, prejudice no respect for
anyone or anything except what will benefit him never served in the military, did everything he
could do to avoid it, it makes me sick that he has attained this status he is so not worthy of the
post.  He is the leader of this country and men & women who gave their all, while he hid behind
Dad He is a slap in the face to America, a disgrace, those who voted for him should hide their
heads, he is a selfish, egotistical person.  I have lived through 13 presidents and this one is by far
the worse, I hope America survives this disgrace.

(/user/chinabug)

[new]


chinabug (/user/chinabug) Apr 07 · 07:54:36 AM (/comments/1650418/66072599#comment_66072599)

Recommended 1 time

Trump is such a worthless creep.  I wish they would impeach this moron before we end up with no
allies at all.  He is a rude, crude, mentally challenged POS.  He has broken every rule there is for a
president and the moronic congress is doing nothing about it which makes them completely
complicit with everything Trump is doing.

(/user/badtap2)

[new]


badtap2 (/user/badtap2) Apr 07 · 10:38:25 AM (/comments/1650418/66074983#comment_66074983)

Recommended 0 times

Trump is a buffoon who will soon have us engaged in a War on multiple fronts because he's such a
f****** idiot. I hope all of the God fearing, Bible thumping, poor people who voted for him wish
their children well as they go off to fight for his dumbass War

(/user/Frostokovich)

[new]


Frostokovich (/user/Frostokovich) Apr 07 · 03:02:44 PM (/comments/1650418/66078661#comment_66078661)

Recommended 0 times

The Pinhead of the Universe expresses himself. Maybe he should just get in the shower with Bill
O’Reilly and Hannity...the question is, which one has the loofah?

(/user/der Plaguenmeister)

[new]


der Plaguenmeister (/user/der Plaguenmeister)

Apr 08 · 01:45:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66087068#comment_66087068)

Recommended 0 times

Unlike his Nazi forbears who unabashedly documented their crimes against humanity, Trump
knows he’s been a bad boy on many occasions and bristles when he’s reminded just how unfit he is
to be part of the human race, much less

POTUS!

(/user/Patricia Cockrell)

[new]


Patricia Cockrell (/user/Patricia Cockrell) Apr 08 · 03:45:33 PM (/comments/1650418/66087883#comment_66087883)

Recommended 0 times

Well, your comments seem resigned, sort of like ‘it’s the best we can hope for’ kind of thing and
that makes me angry.  Trump is doing so much harm, day by day, while the country waits for
justice. I’m incensed by this outright treasonous election result, so I’m not that feint of heart.

(/user/Zenobia40)

[new]


Zenobia40 (/user/Zenobia40) Apr 09 · 09:23:16 PM (/comments/1650418/66097047#comment_66097047)

Recommended 0 times

What a stupid overgrown child! Please get out of the office and stop embarrassing us! 
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